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Hls is a companion hook to HANDY KINKS

AND

SHORT CUTS.

It represents the circuit ideas of the radio experimenter rather than of

the editors. Some of the circuits are ingenious, other are adaptations of

common circuits to meet the special requirements of the builder, hut
all represent the ideas of the active experimenter at work.
The relative size of each chapter is an accurate gauge of the ex-

perimenter's interest; the number of circuits in each chapter is based on
the number of contributions to the Radio -Electronic Circuits department
of R DtO-CRAFT magazine. It is no surprise that receivers and amplifiers

M

top the list in popularity. Among the many circuits gilen arc those for
a one -tube superhet; an All -Nave portable receiver; an r.f. regenerator

and several different superregenerators.

This book, the editors feel, will find

a

place on every radio man's

bookshelf, because of the many odd and useful circuits which are not.
to he found elsewhere.

Circuits are the basis of the electronic experimenter's handiwork. In
many cases the ideas incorporated in these circuits, plus some new

slant or variation conceived by the reader, will help to solve his problem.
The diagrams have been checked carefully and represent actual

working hookups contributed by readers of

RADIO -CRAFT.
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Section 1...

Í

REcEIvEits
1

-Tube Superhet

3 -Tube A.C.-D.C. Set

the multi -element 11)8
tube, I have designed the superheterodyne shown in Fig. 101.
The pentode section is the mixer,
the triode is the oscillator, and the
diode elate a detector. T2 is the oscillator coil, T3 the transformer,
USING

THE diagram in Fig. 102
shows a midget 3 -tube t.r.f. receiver
for 115 -volt a.c.-d.c. operation. The
use of 2 dual-purpose tubes makes
the set more compact.
The 6K7-GT functions as an amplifier, while the first section of
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15V
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Fig. 101

i
a

and C1 -C2 may be ganged. C3 and
C6 are padders.
C3 may be omitted in most cases,
the rotor of Cl being connected
directly to ground. Alignment
troubles will be saved if Cl and
C2 are not ganged, but tuned inde-

pendently.-Tex

W. SCHMUCKLER.

the 6C8 -G acts as a detector supplying the a.f. voltage into the
second section for additional am-

plification.
The 25A7-GT is a combined output pentode and half -wave rectifier.
A good 3-inch PM speaker will
handle the output.

5

Careful construction and alignment of the trimmers on the 2 -gang
tuning condenser will give plenty
of volume.
A 10 foot antenna should be
sufficient.
-DOUGLAS KOHL.

triode, the 1G6 -G. These characteristics save space. The tubes can
he lighted by 1 or 2 flashlight batteries. Two stages of audio are
provided.
The short-wave coils, down to
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All -Wave

Portable

this hookup (Fig.
103) in a battery portable. It uses
one 1T4 and one double -purpose
I EMPLOY

TICKLER

19 meters, all work fine, and regeneration is smooth and easy to
control. Standard short-wave coils
are used.
ROBERT W. L. MARKS.
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4

Short -Wave Receiver

4 -Tube

long experimenting
with various circuits to find one

been using this circuit (Fig. 105) on short and long
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that would regenerate satisfactorily on 20 meters, I thought of
of designing a circuit with dual
regeneration control (Fig. 104).
I
put a potentiometer in the
screen -grid circuit of the 6J7 and
a variable condenser in the plate
circuit for regeneration. The screen
voltage is quite critical for certain combinations, but this circuit
provides a means of selecting the
screen voltage which will make
the set the most selective. It regenerates on all bands down to

waves for some time. I am using
manufactured coils.
The set seems quite tricky. The
27 detector works better than the
usual 57 or some other pentode
on the higher frequencies. I found
that about 180 y works better than
300.
The antenna condenser is not a
trimmer, but a small variable. This
makes its easier to set for each
band. It must be carefully set each
time, but only a few seconds are

16 meters. This set will bring in
foreign stations with good earphone
WILFRED CIELUCH.
volume.

required. The regeneration method
works very well also, with but slight
additional cost for parts.

-

7

PARTS LIST
RFC-2.5 in h.

C1-250 µµr
C2-30 µµr
C3-15 µ',tr
C4-100 µµ(

R1-2

C5-0.01 µr
µr
C7-0.006 µ(

C6 -0.00t

C8-0.01

met;

R2-100,000 ohms
R3-250,000 ohms
R1-9,500 ohms
115-t00 ohms
126-50,000 ohms

Fi(

-ROBERT J. MEAGHER.

distorted volume will result, even
from the most powerful locals.
The synchronous vibrator makes
a handy and compact power pack,
but there is no reason why a vibrator using a rectifier tube should
not he used, if available.

Economy Four

-D.
R.F. Regenerator

T1tls 4 -tube superhet (Fig.
106) uses midget -type tubes. The
circuit of the radio is conventional
but for the power supply, which

THE diagram shown (Fig.
107) is of a set which I constructed
and which works very well. Unusual features are regeneration in

designed to operate efficiently
on a 6 volt d.c. source of power.
Because of the low B drain, the
power supply can be designed so

the second r.f. stage (not the detector), the method of securing
regeneration, and the use of an un tuned detector stage. The latter
was decided upon because a diode
detector instead of the second r.f.

is

that the maximum drain will
only be 1.5 amp. The vibrator
transformer can be easily wound
to fit the core of a bell -ringing
transformer (try a small power
transformer) by using the ratio of
6 turns per volt and No. 20 wire
for the primary and No. 35 wire
for the secondary. By using a fixed
bias of 6 v on the 1S4, good un-

8

A. KOHL.

stage would load the tuned circuit
and reduce the selectivity. Use the
smallest condenser at C which
will just permit oscillation over
the entire band.
The coils were taken from an old
t.r.f. set and the feedback coil was
inserted inside the primary wind -

ing. The feedback coil LS is approximately 20 turns. The point
of oscillation varies very slightly

over the entire band.

gang 36S -µµf
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values are all listed on the diagram.
-VAUGHN G. LAYMAN.

and the coils must be enclosed in
shield cans to prevent oscillation.
I have mounted the whole works,
including the power supply on a
chassis 5 x 9 x 1/2 inches.
-WILBUR I'IAIT.

Old -Type Tubes in T.R.F.
Set

Tuts diagram (Fig. 108)
for a cheap but powerful 4 -tube
t.r.f. receiver. The tubes are noncritical ones and will outlast the
new types. Most of the parts can
is

A.C. 5 -Tube R.C. Receiver
IN the diagram, (Fig. 109)
be sure the power transformer is
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Fig. 108
he found in the junk box. Antenna
and r.f. are standard coils (Meinsner were used in this case.) A 2-

shielded or else it is so placed on
the chassis as to avoid undesirable
hum. It can be located by turning

e

9

the power transformer when the
receiver is in operation,
TI-1'uwer Transformer 700 v

tance-capacity coupled to a 1C5 -C,
as audio amplifier), it has given
me such good results I would like
to call it to the attention of readers
(see Fig. 110).
It uses a 3 -winding plug-in type
of coil. I tried values of grid -leak
ranging from 1 to 5 megohms but

(C.t.)
5 v, 3.5 amp

6.3 v, 0.3 amp
350-350 y, 120 ma
12 --Audio 3:1 for single 6L6 tube
ANT.

3v ma

bC5
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a

Fig.
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T3-Universal output transformer
1-Speaker (8-10 inch) electro-

found 2 megohms best

dynamic speaker
R-All resistors may be 1 w
All other values are given on the
diagram
EUSEBIO V. M%NtQvts.

50,000 -ohm potentiometer, used to

generation

vary

-

WHILE there is nothing new
about this circuit (a 2 -tube regenerative short-wave set with a
1N5 -G as grid -leak detector resismmf.

2.5 MH.

.01 `fd.

R. F. C.
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ON REG. CONTROL

90v
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I

05 mfd.
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50.00on
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usual

voltage.

x

(cam)

The re-

the

found no place on the dial where
dead spots occurred and yet the
control was not too "touchy."
The plate load for the 105-G was
a filter choke salvaged from an
old electric set. This tube adds
greatly to the amplification and

Slattery Short -Raver

V3-30

the

control

PHONES

will operate a small PM or magnetic speaker on many strong stations.
I have received all continents on
this, using only the coil covering
the 17- to 41 -meter hands.

-

GERALn A. CHASE.

nomical, light in weight, and sensitive for operation at remote
locations.
The novelty of the circuit (Fig.
112) lies in the coefficient of
coupling between the grid windings, and in the system of control -

Portable Radio
Tilts novel receiver is intended
for local reception only. Although
it can be built much smaller I
purposely made it large so that the
loop would be bigger and have
more pickup.
The circuit (Fig. 111) is straight
regenerative.
Almost any small tube available may be used, such as the 1S5,
1A5 -G, 1N5 -G, all of which work
equally well. The only trick is to
have enough turns on L3 so the
set will regenerate at any spot on
the dial.
L1 is a spiderweb loop with approximately 30 turns roughly 3 x
6 inches. L2 is 20 turns on a 1 -inch
tube, and L3 is 35 turns wound
directly over L2. Battery A is a
/41E4

WN
N

1

I

22

100025
7750- s.,
500w/

'----1.000,-t5t

:

4T+ iui:iH

-5oo01001

.002

Fig. 111
1.5-v flashlight cell and B, 15 to
45 volts of B -battery. Any one of
the tubes works very well on 22.5
v, and many on less.
-HAROLD J. SHAFFER.

1R5 Saperregenerator
I HAVE designed a super regenerative receiver that is eco

n

-f000

oe

.0c0i

2-i-T
BA

-

*-3_

e+=

Fig. 112

ling

regeneration. The circuit
normally oscillates strongly, and is
then damped by inserting a low
value of resistance in the grid circuit. At the point of proper operation, a strong hiss will he heard
in the headphones and the stations
may then be tuned in.
The builder may wind the coils
to any frequency. The coils are
wound as for normal regenerative
operation with the addition of 40
to 50 percent more turns added
to the tickler.
Generally this circuit works best
at the higher frequencies and is
not recommended for operation at
frequencies below 7 megacycles.

-BOB

ESSEX.

10-200 Meter Set
circuit for this set
6J7 regenerative detector
and a 5C8 as an amplifier and
half -wave rectifier. All other parts
are from the junk box (Fig. 113).
By using standard plug-in coils,
the range of 10 to 200 meters can
be covered. Regeneration is controlled by the 15,000 -ohm potentiometer. This set brings in London, South American stations, airTILE

uses a

11

craft, ship, and c.w. with plenty
of wallop.
-F. MACADAM.

supply, and because of the low
drain almost any tube may be
used as a rectifier-provided, of
course, that proper considerations

Short -Wave
ave Converter
THIS (Fig. 114) short-wave
converter is just about the simplest
/5.000, .0005MK4

are given to heater

requirements.

!-2.5MH
P/10NES

oe 3'R!, WAKE'?

6C8
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/00
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mid =

390 RES.. IN L INE CORD,'

Fig. 113
and most economical
converter
that can be built. Under favorable
conditions it will easily pick up
'0100 PUT

.11.°1

61A7
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- 13000.. 2000
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Novel Receiver
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_

J65rr -L
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If oscillation does not occur, it
may be necessary to increase the
feedback by moving the oscillator
coil tap, away from ground. No
more than one additional turn
should be required.
Y. MUKAI.

O,A TAPPED

\390..
OR

COPO

40«.01.3

ITuenl Feo« 4e00«0

Fig. 114
London when connected to the antenna binding post of any 5 -tube
superhet.
The converter has its pwit power

THIS
sensitive
superregenerative receiver uses a 6AK5
high -frequency pentode and standard plug-in coils. The a.f. amplifier is a 6K6. A small power
supply using a 6X5 supplies 200
volts for the plates of the tubes.
If the voltage on the plate of the

+.I
140uuf .00025

L

6X 5

6AK5

25uur'V

1#

400V.

3

1REGEN. CON T

15H

00 0

T.,15
.001

.0001

lie 500H
1

12

8

`--

'T
Fig. 115

50

C.T., SOMA

6AK5 exceeds 180 volts,

a

re-

sistor should be inserted between
the B -plus lead and the 500 -henry
choke to drop the voltage to the
desired value (see Fig. 115).
The power supply should be
turned off when changing coils to
avoid the risk of receiving a shock
and to prevent operating the detector without plate voltage.

-JOHN
1

JUSTIN.

-Tube A.C.-D.C. Receiver

shows

THE diagram (Fig. 116)
-tube a.c.-d.c. set that has

a

1

tuning is by a variable condenser
and plug-in coils. The set is used
with phones or a small PM

-LEO

speaker.

SILBER.

High -Fidelity Tuner
Tilts

simple

high-fidelity

tuner

can be attached to any
public address system with excellent results. It uses a 6K7 r.f.
stage and a 76 detector. See Fig.
117. The coils and tuning condensers were salvaged from an

old I.r.f. receiver.
In localities where there are
strong local stations, it may be
necessary to use a small condenser
150-250 11.11f) in series with the
antenna to provide the proper ratio
between selectivity and sensitivity.
-SAUL SHERMAN, W2MPL.

Effective Detector
39O n

Fig. 116

tlOv.
A.C.

o.c.

been

used very successfully. In
about 25 nights I received over 200
short-wave stations.

Tilts detector is just another
variation of the well-known voltage doubler circuit applied as a
detector (Fig. 118). If the .0005µf condensers are increased in size
it may increase the gain. The highs
will he reduced if the condensers
are of too large a value.. If less

Fig. 117
The set uses a 6C8 -G as cornbined detector and rectifier. The

a.v.c. action is needed, the a.v.c.
may he obtained by tapping the

13

diode load resistor. The other components are the same as in the usual
diode circuit
KENNETH LOEWEN.

-

AVC

6116

LF TRANS

r
lb AUDIO
GRID
DIODE-

LOAD

I.F. TUBEPL ATE

Fig. 118

Culusrregenerator
Tuts superregenerator (Fig.
119)

is selective enough
4 -POLE

that

I

set using only 1 tube. The
signal first undergoes regeneration through the tickler coil. It is
then fed to the diode detector
through an r.f. transformer. The
detected component is applied
through the audio transformer to
the grid of the triode to be amplified at audio frequency. (See Fig.
120.)
Trl and Tr4 are standard r.f.
transformers; Tr2 and Tr3 are
audio transformers. The tickler

rJ
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40
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00025
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Fig. 119
have no difficulty separating the
stations, although I occasionally
have trouble keeping police calls

apart.
The set uses a broadcast coil
tapped for the short waves. I have
no trouble with radiation except
when the regeneration control is
advanced too far. Then it puts
out a healthy whistle. The 6C8 is
a detector and audio amplifier.
while the I -V is used as the rectifier. The 6C8 must be shielded to
prevent hum
DONALD CHASE.

-

Reflex -Regenerator
THE circuit of this reflex regenerator is essentially a 3 -tube

coil L is a small coil wound on
Tr4 as determined by experiment.
This set gives excellent results

HEATERS

I030 -250V DC)

Fig. 120
nn short-wave bands and is good
for broadcast reception.
-HENRY W. GOULD.
0

14

Itroadeast 30 Set
Tits

(see Fig. 121)
gives good results on local stations with 3 volts on the plate. On
set

variable resistor can be used, with
tickler turns adjusted until the
the set breaks into oscillation with
most of the resistance in circuit.

-Btu.

TOoR/G4

BUEHRLE, JR.

cover the whole broadcast hand with a 140-µ4Lf condenser
2 coils will be needed. Editor)

107uRHf

l'o

(

--

ó 70,..,! 2 M14

o%

Wide -hand Tuner
1+IA/sv.

A1

Fig.

9

121

it a half -dozen broadcast stations
were tuned in clearly, at a distance of about 2S miles. The

values of the parts are not critical, and even the regenerative
action of the tickler coil needn't
he ¡sed.
started out with a 100,000 ohm volume control across the
tickler, but took off turns and putt
in the 0.5-megohm fixed resistor
I

e

SIMPLE

A

Jre7.Sv.I

58
606

t..r.f.

tuner for

local broadcast reception, capable
of reproducing a wide band of
frequencies, 20 cycles to 10 kc,
can be built from parts easily obtained from any old t.r.f. receiver

(Fig. 122). An infinite -impedance
detector is used on account of its
low harmonic distortion capabilities. Resistors are dsed in
shunt with the tuned circuits
for wide band passage, an I should
he not less than 50,000 ohms as
adjacent channel interference may
he encountered. 13 is used in the
56ORZ7
6C5oR76

-noon

C5
I

206,001

N25

IMfG

831-1,1
St.

450v
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80

r40 -F
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Fig. 122

after a number of experiments. If
the experimenter wants regeneration, s 50,000- or 100,000-ohm

cathode of the 27 -cathode follower stage, as a by-pass condenser, increasing the high-fre-

4

15

quency output. The antenna should
he as short as possible for best
results. L1 and L2 ' are broadcast
t.r.f. matched coils and Cl and C2
is a 2 -gang variable -tuning condenser.
hen used in conjunction with a
high-fidelity amplifier, excellent
results are obtained.
-ROBERT H. KNAPP.
IN this novel hookup 2 typetubes (see Fig. 123) are used.
Note that 2 tuners in parallel are
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2 -Channel Radio

330YY1

this circuit permits using a diode
or infinite -impedance detector at
will. (Fig. 124).
Switch SI connects the plate

I

'I AUDIO OUTPUT

7100H

Fig. 124

TO 3V.

of the detector to B-plus or to
the cathode, depending on the
circuit in use. The 20,000- and
100,000 -ohm resistors form the
load with the audio output taken
oft at the junction of the resistors.
\\'hen SI is in position 1, the tube
operates as an infinite -impedance
detector. In position 2 it is a diode
detector.
Signal voltage is taken from the
plate of the i.f. or r.f. amplifier
and rectified by a 1N34 crystal
diode. This rectified voltage is applied in series with
to 3 volts
of fixed bias which provides delayed a.v.c. The bias voltage may
be obtained from batteries, bias
cells, or a tal) on the bleeder resistor.
-H. M. HARVEY.
1

El-90,135V90,155V

QI

Fig. 123

provided by the first tube, the
second tube being 2 a.f. amplifiers in series.
Many uses will suggest themselves. For instance, both sides of
a plane or ship conversation, etc.,
may be tuned in by merely tuning
one stage to each frequency being
used. Also, I can switch into the
circuit one stage at a time.
-GEORGE HIRSHFIELD.

Duplex Detector
As

16

used on

my

receiver,

!'retuned Set
WE decided to build a
simple radio receiver; we wanted
to use a switch in place of the
conventional
tuning
capacitor,
since there were only two broadcast stations in the vicinity, and
the idea of preset capacitors
rather intrigued us.
Since we desired high-fidelity
operation, we used an impedance -

Two regular flashlight ce'lls form
the A -battery, and 3 penlight cells
are used for the B. The grid coil
has 95 turns 11/2
n.w
inches in diame6vó
.0i 5.1.000
ter, the tickler 35
'
turns wound just
1
l o-lI
above. I use a

loaded r.f. amplifier rather than another tuned circuit (see I.ig. 125).
The high -quality infinite-imped9r252

6SK7

r-,

M6f5/
-ur

r

hn2

I

r

1°I

.9 r 250w

1314,í

365µµf trimmer
with one -plate removed.

.5M/r,

Fig. 125

-JIM

ance detector does not overload
and gives distortion -free response.
This detector is coupled through
a phono-radio switch into a 2stage audio amplifier. An inlerse-

Photo -Tube Radio
Tuffs novel circuit (Fig.
127) will detect r.f. signals due
to the electronic emission of a
REGEN.CONTROL

250,000

L_J

BROPHY.

O

PHONES

.00025

.0005
a

¡)49

2MEG

365yyf
SW. ON

Q
4'

REGEN.
OF HOOK-UP

WIRE

CONTROL

Fig. 126

feedback network is incorporated
to enhance the bass response and
to reduce harmonic distortion.
The power supply is a conventional
full -wave rectifier and capacitor input filter.
-JEROME I. COOPERMAN.

-

3 + - 4.5 +
photo cell when it is struck by a
light beam. When the light is
turned oft, no detection will result.
Dim light causes low volume, and
bright light a higher volume level.

Space-Charge Set
Goo» volume on all local
stations is obtained from this receiver which fits in a box 4 x 5
x 2 inches. Note that the input is
fed to the screen grid, and that
the control grid is used as a space
charge element. (See Fig. 126.)
-

OV

60,.

4C

Fig. 127
No hum ís noticeable, using a 60
watt incandescent lamp on a 60 -

cycle source.

-L.

E. SIIEPARD.
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Converthr Control
simple method of
controlling the strength of the oscillator voltage applied to the grid
of the converter of a superhet. It
permits the operator to maintain a
desirable ratio between oscillator
injection voltage and signal voltage
in the converter tube, and reduces
objectionable hiss that is common
at low signal levels.
In this circuit (Fig. 128), the oscillator of the set is replaced by one
triode section of a 6SL7, the output of which is resistance -capacity
coupled to the remaining section
through a variable control. The injection voltage for the converter is
taken from the plate of the amplifier through a IO-/Lµf condenser.
It is imperative that the 50,000
ohm control he mounted very close
to the socket of the 6SL7. An extension shaft may be used to bring
a control out to the panel.
beep
all other leads as short as possible
in accordance with standard practice of oscillator construction.
HERE is a

and with enough power to drive a
small speaker on strong locals. A
standard broadcast loop antenna,
mounted on the case with wooden
supports, provides enough pickup
for most purposes. The entire set,
including batteries, is built in a
box 3 x 4 x 5 inches.

-

-

.000g1

6SL7

MIX.GRID

3011
2011

.00015
501

4

IOOK

'02

950K

B+

150-250v.

Z

tYCa1R1_ FILTER

Fig. 129
It uses a 1S5 detector with a 1 S4
a.f. amplifier. Regeneration is provided by winding a 10- to 15 -turn
loop, using .No. 28 wire, over the
grid winding. Volume and regeneration are controlled by a 140-µ¡11f
variable between one side of the
tickler and ground. The grid winding is tuned with a small 365yt'r.f
variable. Plate voltages are supplied from a 45- or 90 -volt R -battery, the latter supplying sufficient
power for a speaker.
--ARNOLD ETTING.F.R.
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Novel Regenerator
Tilts compact -tube super regenerator provides a.f. amplification without an additional amplifier stage. It uses a A7-GT with
the detector coils connected between
the No. 1 and No. 2 grids (Fig.
130). This permits the plate to operate at full voltage without the
coupling resistor normally used for
interstage coupling to an a.f. amplifier. The plate is coupled to the
1

Fig. 128
The c.w. operator may use this
on his beat -frequency oscil;
lator with the same advantages.

circuit

-C. E. HENDERSON.
Two -Tube Portable

regenerative receiver
covers the broadcast
band without an external antenna

(Fig.

18

THIS
129)

1

o

detector by the electron stream.
Regeneration is controlled with a
.02-µf condenser and 500,000 -ohm
potentiometer in series between the
No. 2 grid and ground.
If a long antenna is used, it
should be connected to the control
grid, No. 4, which is returned to

around the room or laid on the
floor (see Fig. 131).
The tube is a 1D8-GT-a combination diode -triode -pentode in one

.0003651't 5
MEG

Fig. 131
Fig. 130
ground through a 2.5 -millihenry
r.f. choke. A short antenna works
best when connected directly to the
oscillator grill.
Coils are wound
14- 25 met

23- 41 met
40. 85 met
83-125 met
120-200 met

follows:

as

L,
4t

1.2

7t
14t

9r
12t

23t
36t

23t
36t

1

6t

ings are spaced 1/8 inch apart.
-HAROLD R. NEWELL.

-Tube Set
THIS one -tube

15 -Volt D.C. Receiver

HERE is a simple receiver
that was constructed aboard ship

No. 36 d.c.c. or enamel wire is
used on 11/ -inch forms. The wind-

1

envelope. The diode is unused and
is grounded. The coil is a regular
antenna coil with 31) turns of No.
30 wire wound on it for a tickler.
Regeneration is controlled by a
50,000 -ohm variable resistor across
the tickler. -RICHARD KRAFT, JR.

as an auxiliary h.f. receiver. Standard 2- and 3 -winding coils are used
in the r.f. and detector circuits as
shown in Fig. 132. A 15 -henry

choke was inserted in the plate lead
to the detector to remove all traces
YOUNG.
of commutator hash.

-J.

6SJ7Q.F.

regenerative cir- >-100u1
cuit gives
b
lent results on tho-H-7Z--P
broadcast hand. I
1- s-Ióo,,rM
receive 5 to 10
stations at fair
loudspeaker volume. with a 60 foot antenna and a good ground.
Local stations can be received with
a short 10 -foot piece of wire strung

excel-0

6J5DtT.

1001

oK

2'.MH

7.

5:1

0
a

.006=Ion

SOOK

a

15H/IOMA

P+s11Sv

6J5

DC

Fig. 132
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Section 2,..
A
Push -Pull AmpMier
THIS push-pull circuit delivers 4 to 5 watts of power. The

voltage -doubling circuit provides
adequate voltage on the plates.
An 8 -inch speaker is recommended.
(See Fig. 201)
The phase inverter (6SC7) feeds
CRYSTAL
PICKUP

lIP L lElE ItS
filament resistor other
tubes could be used.

-JoserH

types of

F. DuNuovc.

12 -Wall :6mplifier
SHOWN here is a diagram of
a 12 -watt high -gain amplifier which
I

designed (See Fig. 202).

70L7

6SC7

V.0
8 -or 12' SPKR

115 V.

116

AC.

-'T` 450V

LINE CORO, BALLAST
TUBE or 20W RES.
1000 SPKR FLD

^30
150V

-Myµr

=

30
150v

ISO

6SC7

/\70L7
}

r

70L7

Fig. 201
an out -of -phase signal to the power
stage. The 70L7 tubes are combined amplifiers and power rectifiers.
The 2 parallel 70L7's in series
with the 6SC7 and 150 -ohm resistor make an excellent filament
combination, but by varying the
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The voltage amplifier has sufficient gain to drive the output
stage well up to a 15 -watt Leak.

Three inputs are provided: 2 for
phonographs with a fader control,
for a high -impedance
and
crystal, dynamic, velocity, or other
microphone with a low output.
1

use with a rather insensitive photocell, but the unusually high gain
warrants its use as an all-purpose

In the high -gain hookup of the
6SJ7, careful arrangement of parts
must be made, and all grid and
plate leads should be shielded.
The shielding should be grounded
Phono

laboratory amplifier (for d.c.).
`l'lie sensitivity control is a po-

/ 6F8G

Me9

Tone

Contra/

.02)

6V6 or

66C

H.- 250^
3w

Dual
Phone

Control

Phoa
rnP

Mil., Conho/ me4

1

s

500

.002
/000

MeJ,T

,-,:::

rr Ohms

y

i

11____-'

500000
tN25

-4.---

6SJ7_

Ohms

Mv s

,

J00

=4.001.
OS

I

HO/
Mike

/+

P
5

Meg.

/500

V

JO H

75 Ma

25

LM'

Ohms

Mr

mor

450V

450V
Fronl

65J7

6FA/.

Oul P
Trans

Fillar
Coed

Power
Trans.

6_V6

6C5'

.-/

6V6

Bock

R 100.000 Ohns

Fg. 202
to

prevent

hum pickup. Unless
this is carefully done, the hum
will be bad. The volume control
for the mike is on the grid of the
next stage, to prevent the high gain bum pickup from being amplified.
All input jacks should he
shielded. Use closed-circuit jacks
to ground the grids when no input
is connected.
-ROGER HARRINGTON.

D.C. Amplifier
FIG. 203 present a diagram
of a versatile direct-coupled amplifier for d.c. I designed it for

tent iorneter which regulates the
bias on the input (6J7) tube.
About 20 volts, which is several
times the cutoff bias of the 6J7,
is developed across this potentiometer. This high bias is often
necessary in order to cómpensate
for superfluous light striking the
photo -electric cell or leakage across
the cell. Incidentally, a 900-megohm leakage would cause I volt
to he developed across the grid
circuit, so watch out for leakage
and its chief cause, dampness.
This amplifier is designed for
direct voltage amplification, but it
can be used as an a.c. voltmeter
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in the diagram. When
the sensitivity control is
turned to the extreme right (zero
bias), and the plate current de as shown
so used,

ADAPTER AND
BE, CELL SOCKET
(FEMALE)) BOTTOM VIEW)

6J7

The 20,000-ohm resistor and
0.5-µf condenser in the B -plus
line serve as additional filter and
also to decouple the 2 stages. The
6J7

6J5

TO

2500A RELAY o.

0-4 MILLIAMMETER
O

CHASSIS

BLACK)-)

TEST PRODS
RED

()

N C.

ADAPTER PLUG
(MALE)
D.C.- V T v M - CONNECTION
IISV
AC

250yyf

*3
N

-

e

3500

4

TEST PRODS
2525~Oyyl

C.

RED

(A)

VI

V2 V3

V4

-

(MALE)
A C

-V.T.V

M

- CONNECTION

HEATERS

IN

LINE CORD

Fig. 203
in the 6J5 as the input
voltage increases.
The power supply, a 25Z6-GT
as a half -wave voltage doubler, is
only partially filtered but if relay
chatters the 8-µf filter condenser
can be increased in capacity.
creases

-VERNON J. FOWLER.

2 -Stage Amplifier
Tuts 2 -stage resistance coupled amplifier (Fig. 204) was
used to good advantage in talking
to students grouped around a Unoises,
shaped bench.
Outside
combined with other instructors
talking loudly to their students,
induced me to build the circuit.
It has sufficient gain to enable
good reception and is very clear
and distinct.
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inductor in the output tube's
plate circuit was an old 1:3 audio
transformer with a burned -out
primary. Six pairs of headsets
were used in parallel, though
more could have been used.
The results were so good that
a number were constructed for
the various benches. Tubes used
,.%ere either 6C5's, 6J5's or a single
-Ross C. FERRY.
6SN7.
MIKE
TRANS.

3'PM
SPKR

B

Fig. 204

250v

Electronic Mixer
THE diagram (Fig. 205) is

for a 3 -tube electronic mixer which

No internal connections to the
existing amplifier are required.
Just connect the output to the pick
-

.01
MINE N91
TO GRID
OF NEXT

AMP.

STAGE

use with my recording amp ifier.
I obtained most of the parts from
my junk box. It is very useful in
1

recording dialogue for dramatic
purposes.
The unit provides 2 microphone
and 1 phono input. Low-level signals are amplified through the 2
preamplifier tubes, which are
6C6's, hut may be any other tubes
of the same characteristics. The
mixer -fader applies either phono
or mike to the second section of
the 79 tube, or may be used to
fade one microphone in and the
other out.
-ALBAN HATZELL.

Compact Preamplifier
THIS compact preamplifier
(Fig. 206) will prove extremely
useful when it is desired to operate
a crystal mike or some type of
photo -electric cell unit with an
amplifier that does not provide
enough gain.

Fig. 205
up input terminals and plug in the
power. Chassis should be connected to the main amplifier through a
0.5- or 11.4f condenser. For mini IlÍ125F5

125.17

Ground shown is Chassis

only. No Outside Ground
may be used

Fig. 206
mum hum try reversing the power
-JACK MASSECAR.
plug.
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Inverse -Feedback
inverse

THIS 3 -watt amplifier uses
feedback, and an input
I

'

ordinary flashlight cell. This pre
amp may be used with either a
crystal or dynamic microphone.
The output can be fed to an audio
-

Amplifier

.5 MEG.

~MN150,000n

---M//./r

OUTPUT

.05 mfd.

ItJPUT

I

(PICKUP)

Ó<

y

4

5w
ÓS

Im

25Iv.

.5
mtd

1400w

_ All f +IS PORT ION OF
CIRCUIT TO DOTTED LINE WAS nOUNTFD
I F
CAN ON TOP OF CHASSIS

300- v
.

IN OLD

Fig. 207

,

circuit which gives a reasonable
amount of quality control (see Fig.

amplifier with excellent results.
A standard power supply is

207)
The amplifier was designed for
phonograph use, with the specific
requirements of good reproduction
combined with simplicity and
compactness. All the parts including tubes are easy to obtain, and
any well -filtered power supply of
about 300 v may be used.
While the construction is quite
simple and straightforward, all
the usual precautions must be
taken to avoid hunt trouble. --

needed to supply the filament and
plate voltages. This can easily be

.

Preamplifier
FIG.

20R

HOWARD JOHN.

shows

a

simple

but effective preamplifier. It uses
a 61.'5 with a balanced center -tapped
filament to reduce hum. A single
bias cell is connected in series with
the grid resistor to provide fixed
bias for the tube. It may be an

2.1

constructed or a power supply from
an old set can be utilized.

-DAVID

BROSE.

6F51(á

To

SPEECH

AMPL.

v

6.3v.

1

St2.50v.

Fig. 208

Square -Wave Amplifier
To observe square waves
down to 30 cycles, the vertical amplifier in the scope must have an
excellent low -frequency response.
The most logical method seems to

be the use of a d.c. amplifier for

vertical deflection. Phis circuit
(Fig. 209) using a 6J7, 6K7, or

equivalent

tube

gives a voltage
gain of about 30,
higher figures
being possible
by the use of
tubes with high-

above ground, it is necessary to
reduce all other negative potentials
on the same tube by the same
/0000

er transconductance, such as the

1232 or 1853.
There is no need
for a special device to center the
graph on the screen of the c.r.
tube, the adjustment of the screen grid potentiometer of the amplifier tube does it.
It is necessary to separate the
last accelerating anode and the
deflecting plates from ground potential, this being probably the
only drawback in this circuit; in
this case the shell of the 913 c.r.
tube has now a positive charge of
20(1 volts. As the potential of the

Fig. 209

amount, so that. the cathode, which
may have had-500 volts. must now
have only- 300 volts and so on.

-

HAROLD() FLT.ERN.

l'hono Amplifier
HERE is the circuit of a
phono amplifier that can be constructed easily with parts salvaged from an old broadcast receiver using 2.5 -volt tubes (Fig.

210).

+ 8

T

=45OV

Toro'

I0K,

IOW

T45OV 450V

last accelerating electrode has been
raised from zero volts to 200 volts

ALL RESISTORS
.S W ,UNLESS
OTHERWISE
NOTED

Fig. 210
The input stage uses a 57 tube
resistance coupled to a 56 driver.
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'The driver is transformer -coupled
to the push-pull 45 output tubes.
Self -bias for the 45's is obtained

by inserting a 750 -ohm wire wound resistor between the center tap of the filament winding and
ground. The hum level is kept low
by a grounded center -tapped re
resistor (humdinger) across the
-

56 and 57 heaters.

-JOSEPH

SWARTZ.

"Expressor"

...
tWt

THE simple volume
pander -compressor shown is

exe£-

o

rabo,

o-

output control acts

as master gain.
The 5,000-ohm cathode circuit
control is required for proper operation of the pentode. A low value is good for compression and
vice versa for expansion. The
screen voltage has been found very
critical. The 100,000 -ohm series resistor in the output can be changed
to alter frequency response, but
was found best in my case.
The input should not be too high
for good fidelity. Output from a
record player or the second detector of a receiver is about right. It
is possible to obtain 30- to 40-db
change, and that is ample deviation

from normal.

..o

-DON

L.ANcsu:LL.

Home-Iluilf PA
AT

.
6V

Fig. 211
fective and does not use a 6L7
which tends to be noisy and requires a lot of parts. The compressor is used for making transcriptions, the expander being more
or less incidental. (See Fig. 211).
When the d.p.
65F5
d.t. switch is
thrown upward,
the signal is expanded; downward, it is com-

pressed. Filter
values are such
that the compressor takes hold almost immediate-

ly and releases
gradually, while
the expander acts
more slowly. The
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a

summer

resort

the

children decide i to put on a concert for a charity. It was up to
me to see that their voices would
fill the hall.
To a small 2 -tube amplifier in
in my shop I added a preamplifier. The entire outfit worked out
very well, with enough volume to
fill the crowded hall (Fig. 212).
-L. H. DANIELS.
tt..
05

6SK7

F6V66
.OS

Dual Push -Pull Amplifier

30-Watt PA Amplifier

this amplifier circuit
(Fig. 213) in connection with my
crystal pickup. With a well -baffled
12 -inch speaker the power is
ample and the
tone excellent.
My crystal pickup has 3 tabs or
lugs, one of
which is grounded to the case.
Two - conductor
I

IiESULTS

USE

have

been

most

gratifying with this 30 -watt, 47-db
gain amplifier. With excellent
filtering, there is practically no
6F6

t

.05

°Z

TO

VOILE
COIL

shielded wire,
with the crystal
case grounded to
the shield, is connected to the
dual control.
I use a conventional power supply, an 80 rectifier with capacity input filter consisting of 16 µf on
each side of a 1,500 -ohm speaker

Fig. 213
bum present. Shielded wire was
used in wiring in the controls and
the input circuit. Phase inversion
makes an input transformer unnecessary. Inverse feedback is
utilized, the connection being from
the 4 -ohm tap through a 1-megohm resistor to the first 6N7
cathode (see Fig. 214).
Unless the plate leads to the
6L6's are correctly phased, oscillation will take place. The leads
should be transposed if this

field.
If response is too brilliant, a
little by-passing on the input will
bring it down. No cathode by-passing or decoupling is necessary except on the 6F6 screens.
-WESLEY MARSHALL.
657-6
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Fig. 214
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Phono Amplifier

100.

Carefully

and

condenser

selected resistors
values give this
unit excellent frequency response
(see Fig. 216).
In keeping with our desire to
make the unit as
35L6

AFTER playing our portable
phonograph a short time we
found.. that
it
didn't
have
enough volume. Tracing connec-

I25Q7

compact as possible, an a.c.-d.c.

.01

circuit was used.
As
h e current
rating of a 6H6
will not he ex t

h y

ceeded

1.-0
TtD

(TOO
Tto

l/7v. AC

Fig. 21.5

tions showed that the pickup fed
directly into a beam power tube.
I decided to add another 0.15 -amp
tube amplifier and chose the 12SQ7,
changing the line cord to one of
205 ohms, 10 watts. Complete
schematic of the new hookup is
given in Fig. 215. A .001-µf condenser across the volume control
cut out a slight whistle.
We obtain plenty of volume now
on a 6 -inch I'M speaker!
RALPH L. MORRISON.

t II e

current demards

of the 6SJ7, a
6H6 working into a Ii -C filter
was

used

as

a

full -wave voltage doubler.
filament requirements for

The

6SJ7
.06

600V

.06{
.35
600V

`

liI 400

6io

OUTPUT
(HI. IMP.)
-

IKO

INPUT

(HUMP)

4

K

o-SMEG

--

(The cathode resistor of 12SQ7
seems low. A value near 2,000 ohms
might be better.

Editor)

3Iicrophone Preamplifier
COMPACTLY

built, this pre-

'OK
IW

GANGED

sw01

117V.

AC

A01

60..

r

rIL.
TRANS

"II.

T600v
4:11

s'T

-T

RESISTORS.25w,EXCEPT AS NOTED.

amplifier has enough voltage gain

Fig. 216

to couple a crystal microphone into the audio frequency end of
practically any home radio receiver. I1 is designed around the
6SJ7, connected as pentode with
an approximate voltage gain of

the tubes are met by using a small
6.3 -volt transformer.
NOTE:-The unit may he made
more compact by using a 350 -ohm
line-cord resistor.
-PAUL Ftsx.
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Tone Control
DUE to the fact that 2 sep-

arate channels are provided, one
61Q7

.I

_

L

A

3. Absolutely no interaction between bass and treble controls.
4. Controls to work smoothly

F

Fig. 217

for treble, the other for bass, the
circuit `shown in Fig. 217 will
really control tone even for the
most critical listener. It is possible
either to attenuate highs or lows
or to mix them in any way.
The choke and condenser in the
upper channel allow only low
frequencies to reach the 500,000
ohm potentiometer in the grid circuit. The lower channel high-pass
filter allows only the highs to he
amplified. Mixing takes place in
the grid of the final 6F6.
The unit (between points A and
B) may be added to any existing
amplifier or record player. The
6N7 may be replaced with 6SN7,
or two GCS's may be used.
-GEORGE C. LEE.

with no jumps. They must be very
effective, and able to produce any
tonal combination possible.
5. Simplicity and ease of construction with available materials.
After considerable search I finalnally came across a hookup that
has all of these features. (See Fig.
218.) W..en adding it to an amplifier, keep the leads as short as possible. It should be preceded by sev-

hlligh-Low Tone Control

eral stages of audio amplification to
minimize any possibility of hum
pickup.
-DON SLD W. NELSON.

-

building an ampliwas confronted with the
-problem of a suitable tone control
which would have the following
WHILE

fier,

,

I

requirements:
(Only standard
1. No chokes.
resistors and condensers.)
2. Separate controls for bass -and
treble.

6C5

000rs

000 TS

6J5

G

iv

KIND OF TUBE

30.000

eft.

Fig. 218

Dividing Network
Tins tone control has been
used with excellent results. A
small speaker with little baffling
is used for the high frequencies
and a 12 -inch speaker in a bass
reflex cabinet for the lows. The
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05-µf condenser is used as a high frequency by-pass. (See Fig. 219.)
Any change in condenser will serve
to vary the tone slightly. The
13,000 -ohm variable resistor is
0/P Ty

SMALL SCK R

F.t

I.a
1ó

LUST
AUDIO

-KURT A.

o/ -1R

Phase

TUBE
REMOVE
PRESENT

a pair of 6L6's. The result will
please the most critical ear. The
circuit forms 2 channels: one for
highs, the other for lows; and they
may be combined in any proportion.
Keep all leads short and shield
the lower ones.

B+

12 'SPEAKER

Fig. 219
used as the tone control, properly
apportioning the amount of signal
given to each speaker. The difference in volume between that reproduced by the high speaker and
the low speaker gives the listener
an apparent tone control. The resistor should be a wire -wound type
capable of handling double the
plate current of the last audio
stage.
-VAUGHN G. LAYMAN.

Inverter

THE circuit shown in Fig.
221 is typical of one that has been
used as a phase inverter commercially by several receiver manufacturers. Used with a crystal pickup,
it has plenty of gain and power
VOLUME

TONE

.09

6V6

6507
8

$%IR

TO

RECTIFIER
FIL G.T.

t..Jt

Tone Compensator

sslns=

ALTHOUGH this circuit (Fig.
uses quite a few parts, it is

220)
really worth it, as almost any de6N7

-

,I

0

TOG
OF NEXT
STAGE

VOLUME
CONTROL

'WIELD
-1

.

Fig. 220

sired frequency response may he
obtained.
This compensator is fed into a
6N7 phase inverter and then into

GÑÓ1(E

.»

--i

Fig. 221

output. There is nothing critical
in its construction to make it difficult for the home constructor. The
13,000 -ohm resistor and .05 condenser across the output transformer may he dispensed with if a good
output transformer and speaker
are used, but may be found valuable with average equipment.

-Roy

30

MALE.H.

L. GALLAGHER.

Simple Tone Control
THIS tone -control
circuit
(Fig. 222) is one of the simplest
and most "bug -proof" I have ever
used. Any sire potentiometer between 250,000 ohms and 1 meg will

do, with
mended.

500,000

ohms

recom-

The .006-µf condenser is connected from the outer leg of the
50,000 -ohm resistor to the center
arm of the potentiometer. When
the arm is at the ground side of
the "pot," the highs are by-passed,
giving bass reproduction. When the
arm is at the grid side of the "pot,"
the bass is attenuated, due to the
It/C pad (the .006-µf condenser offers higher resistance to the bass
notes than it does to the high
notes), and the reproduction is

treble.
Intermediate positions of the arm
TO OUTPUT OF

PPECEDING

AUDIO STAGES

Fig. 222

will give different

bass -treble response. Best position is determined
by the listener's ear.
-LEON A. WORTMAN.

fixed power resistor with several
taps that can he slid along.
FRED U. DILLION.

a

TEST AMPLI FI ER

Fig. 223

Photoelectric Cell
amplifier
Tt1E diagram shows a circuit which was converted for use
with a 117L7-GT tube.
In this circuit (Fig. 224) one
tube does the work of two 37's and
has much higher amplification.
"There is no need for a voltage dropping line -cord resistor. All
this makes possible a more compact
and efficient unit.
This circuit has sufficient power
to work homemade relays. Strong
sensitive relays can he made from

Test Amplifier
THE circuit shown in Fig.
223 of the 117L7-GT, is a compact
little setup for making many tests
on the experimenting bench.
To the input you can hook tip any
kind of signal you want to amplify
-output from a 1 -tube receiver, or
a pitono pickup, or from a signal
generator, etc.
Also, inasmuch as the rectifier
portion of the 117L7-GT furnishes
B -supply, you can get any voltage
from 90 down to 22.5 volts d.c. by
using either 2 variable resistors of
about 1,000 ohm capacity each, or

P. E. CELL
AMPLIFIER

Fig. 224
old telephone ringers or cheap
high -resistance milliammeters.
-EUGENE HARMON.
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25 -Walt Amplifier
AN

output of 25 watts

is pro-

duced with minimum distortion by
the amplifier in Fig. 225. It can be

amplifier which is known for low distortion output (see Fig. 226).
The method of lighting he pilot
is unique. At first it was intended
inn.
2 MEG

constructed on a relatively small
chassis. A push-pull input stage is
used to eliminate phase inverters
and coupling transformérs: 6SQ7's
were used in the input stage, but
6SF5's may he used. Input from a
pickup or high -gain mike is through
a 2 -conductor shielded cable. The
conductors are connected to the
high sides of the ganged volume
controls and the shield is grounded.
If desired, inverse feedback may be
used by connecting two 2-megohm
resistors as shown by the dotted
-FRANK GuE.
lines.

A.C.-D.C. Amplifier
THIS circuit of an a.c.-d.c.
amplifier may he of use to many
readers. Together
125117
with simplicity in
minimum
a
design,
of parts and a two -

Fig. 225
to obtain bias for the preamplifier
across the pilot, but the amount of
hum produced was terrific. Test
with a scope showed that the bias
produced by grid current was not

detrimental to good operation. The
series filament operation does not
affect operation of the power tubes,
hilt will actually give them longer

1..01

OOriur

-, 0t

rRANíPoRM(R

6n

~[0M

watt output, I have
never made an amplifier that had cornparable response ors
such high gain.

two/71
;,LT'GT

1171.7-41-133"01511:-./ Y
.ta--IzoK

,oó >

Having noticed that many variations
in design have been published. I do
riot recall circuits with a paraphase
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Fig. 226
a lower surge cur rent when the tubes are cold.
-ROBERT J. CARTWRIGHT.

life because of

Section 3...
PouER SIJPrUEX
Midget Power Cuppl,
Tuts

B -power

supply for an

RCA personal radio was made to
take the place of the 67.5 -volt battery. It can be made to fit in the
space which was occupied by the
battery. No attempt was made to
build a filament supply since the
6116
5

CHOKE
10,000

P

67Y5

8

A

15OV

wpm

0
115V

DIAL BULB
6-8V
25 AMP

LINE CORD
RESISTOR

Fig. 301
flashlight cell is
(See Fig. 301).
The it -power
on a flat piece of
x 1/ inches. The

strapped) to the choke. The other
parts are mounted between the tube
and condenser. The top of an old
67.5 -volt battery was removed and
fastened on to the end so that the
power supply can be readily disconnected whenever it is desired to
Ilse a battery again.
A hole has to he drilled

through

the panel for the guide pin of the
6116. The pilot light is installed so
that the set will not he left on.
A hole can he drilled through the
removable hack of the set for the
power cord.
- -Fi.ovn E. SMITH.

R.F.-A.F. and Power Unit.

Tits is a combination r.f.
and a.f. amplifier and regenerative
receiver and power supply. (See
Fig. 302.)

always available.

S3 is for switching the antenna
from the regenerative r.f. amplifier to the receiver with which it is

supply was built

used.

Bakelite 31/2 x 11/4
midget choke and
the 6116 socket (a wafer type lifted
on 1/ -inch spacers) are mounted on
this panel. A dual 8-4 condenser is
also mounted on the panel and

Five -prong coil forms are used
to accommodate the tapped tickler
which may be necessary because of

different reactions between receiver
and r.f. amplifier connections. R2
and CS are mounted between tube
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base pins 2-8. Pins 4 and 5, 7 and
8 are shorted.
Hl and C4 are

mounted under
the chassis on

The vibrator is made by altering a high -frequency code buzzer.

socket lugs 4 and
5. Other connections are shown.
(See Fig. 303.)
SI and 52 arc
in

position for

r.f. amplifier
connection

and

audio input con-

Fig. 302

nection. Throw
switches, and it is
0(I41 IUBE BASE

legenerativc

a

-

SI

BOTTOM VIEW

Cs
RI

(r.

G

EXTRA KEY
SLOT EILEO
BeTWEEN

Ioi Rf-1

J'

P
Of1A1

v
a

- -6R

WAFER SOCKET
VIEW

BOTTOM

Fig. 303
receiver. 11.f. output is shorted for
receiver connections.
PARTS 1.1ST
CI -3-30 µµf

C2-140 µµf
C3-35 µµf
C1-.0001 µr
µf, 200
C6-.0005 µf
C7-I µf, 200 Y

114-50,000 ohms
115-0.25 meg.
w
116-0.25 mea
117-200 ohms. 10 w
RR -250 ohms. 10 n
R9-50 ohms, Tilt w
1110-2.000 ohms,
10 w. If speaker
is not used.

y

C8-.06 µf. 200 v
C9-10 µf, 25 T
(:10-16 µf. 150 y
C11-/0 µf, 150 Y
C12-0.1 µf, 200 v
C13-0.1 µf, 200 v
R1-3 meg, % w
R2-1000 ohms, 1/t
R3-0.1 mea, % w

SI-Tupe
socket

S2-d.p.d.t. switch

I

w

It.F.C.-2.5

rnh

the wartime shortage of miniature B -batteries, I designed this unit (Fig. 304) to power a camera -type portable radio.

T4

(SMALL OUIPIIT TRANS)

r

I.SV.SIZE

CELLS)

W
BUZZER

STEP-UP
TRANS.

/L_--_! r)

SILVER BREAKER POINTS

1/4 -IRON NUT

30

Ta-

DC

4-

Fig. 304

S3--rI.p.s.t. switch
(:h.-25 henry

Novel Power Supply
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A silver point is fastened to the
armature opposite the fixed contact.
A small output transformer is
connected with its secondary in the
low -voltage circuit. The high-irnpedance primary was connected in
a half -wave rectifier circuit using
a 1T4 tube.
Two electrolytic con -

base and

-R(1RERT VADNEY.
DURING

The armature is removed and replaced by an old razor hlade that
had been ground to shape. The free
end of the armature is weighted by
a 1/4 -inch nut soldered to one side.

filter out the hum. Two
flashlight cells, in parallel, supply
densers

the primary power.

This unit supplies 40 volts with
8 -ma load. The high -voltage
leads from the transformer should
he reversed to determine hest conan

nection.

-FRED W.

RURDON.

Inexpensive

h

-Supplti

Dore than
the 95 to 115 volts available from
MANY users need

The value of the resistor 111 is
not critical and need he only large
enough to limit the peak plate current in some ap-

plications.
B

SmFd=+C4
+C2

tt

(.

-134..

- -J. R. I'.Vif.HnIAN.
Low

speakereld
Fi

e__.B*uiyh
Fig. 305

110V
AC

II-Eliminallor
THIS is an
inexpensive easy

-

to -build emergency 13 -battery eliminator (see Fig.

307).

1Z C
+

Ta5

20 mFd
Fig. 306

half -wave a.c. rectifier operating
have
from the 110 -volt supply.
found the voltage -doubler circuits
to he the answer to many of these
a

1

problems.
In the full -wave circuit slicwn in
Fig. 305 the voltage across the load
is the sum of the d.c. output voltage of the conducting diode and
the condenser discharge voltage. It
can be seen from the circuit shown
that one side of the d.c. load cannot be -connected to ground or to
one side of the a.c. line.
This circuit may cause hum because of the high a.c. voltage between the cathodes and heaters in
a.c. sets in which tubes are connected in series across the line.
The half -wave circuit shown in
Fig. 306 has one side of the a.c.
line as common with the negative
side of the d.c. load.
Do not exceed the rated current
drain of the tube.

The dual electrolytic condenser

may he either a
20-20 or a 40-40µf unit. The primary of an old
audio transformer may be used as
the filter choke. Almost any 6.3-v,
0.3-amp tube, such as a 37, 77, 78,
6C6, 6D6, etc., may be used with
the proper sockets. In any case,
all elements of the tubes except the

Fig. 307
cathode and filament are connected
together.
If a ground is necessary on the
radio, connect it througL a 0.1-µf,
400-v condenser.-C. W. CLAY, Jx.
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Speaker Field Supply
A SIMPLE field supply for a
dynamic speaker can he assembled
from a condenser, 40 -watt lamp,
and a 2515 rectifier tube as Fig.308

of almost perfectly regulated output voltages.

-PFC. II.

W. 117F.R1(ItiFw.

6L6

shows.

O

The circuit will supply approximately 100 ma al 130 v, when used
with an R-¡I.f condenser. Increas-

MEG

UNREGULATED

(260-400V)

REGtT'
OUTPUT

25Z5

SOK

50,1

-.

T-

TO

3DEAKEc.

FIELD

Fig. .W8
ing the condenser size increases the

output voltage.
-(,IfARI.F.S GRIFFITH.

Voltage Regulator
A

15,01111 -ohm

resistor staV11-1.05

which biases the cathode of the
lower half of the 6SN7. Both halves
of the 6S\7 are used as d.c. am
plifiers which amplify any voltage
fluctuations due to load variations.
The amplified variations are applied to the grid of the 61,6 in the
form of bias changes. The plate
resistance of the 61,6 varies with
the bias. causing the voltage drop
across the tithe to rise or fall to
keep the output voltage constant
for varying loads. (See Fig. 309).
The 0.1-p.f condenser is used to
increase the effectiveness of control with rapid load changes. The
50,0(1(1 -ohm potentiometer may he
used to give. a reasonable range
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rower Pack

:1-1:.-11.1-.

of a hum -free A -voltage supply for portable
radios is shown in Fig. 310. A
11716 has its plates connected in
parallel, and each of its cathodes
works into a separate filter network. One cahode is used as a
source of A -voltage and may he
adjusted by varying R2. The no. 1
cathode supplies the high voltage,
which is varied by Rl.
By supplying the correct heater
voltage to the tube, it is possible
A

and

110-120v., A.C.

bilizes current through the

o

Fig. 309

th

AI:HAM

VI

117Z6
Z6
750
R2

5K
R

17V. AC

I

-200n/IOH

r5/0000
T15ov

i00

125V

.05A
A+7 V.

A-

200n/10H

T

30R 201
ISOV

T

8+67

5V.
B

-

Fig. 310
to use

a 501-6, 2516, 2515, or other
rectifier tube in the circuit with
excellent results.
-

[LItMAN M. IIAUGER.

(Note that the A -supply should
only with series -connected
tubes drawing not more than 50
be used

ma.-

-Editor)

4r,

13

-Supply Regulator

THE circuit shown in Fig.
311 employs no special voltage regulator tubes but nevertheless

provides practically unchanging
voltage output regardless of varying load. Ripple voltage present

j

300

500,

6Y6

6SJ7

POWER

SUPPLY

+

a
50K

~j

o

U

20K

Q

J

4700 w
o

Fig. 311
in the output is less than 0.2 of
percent of the d.c. output voltage. Regulation of output voltage
is better than I percent between
no load and 70 -ma load.
This circuit is ideal for use with

of say 20 µf Inay be tried, inserted
at the cathode of the rectifier tube
such as the 25Z5 or 25Z6. (See
Fig. 312). The output tube plate
does not need as much filtering as
do the others, and the rest of the
set will benefit by the lighter current through the cl-,oke. The diagram shows such an addition. A
separate B -plus lead is run to the

power tube output transformer as
-11. A. NI CKERSON.
shown.

Tun -Way
ay Power Unit
HERE is the method (Fig.
313)
use to operate small a.c.
receivers from a 6-v storage battery. The filament -type rectifier is
replaced with a 6X5 and the filter
input lead connected to the cathode. The 5-v winding is unused.
An OZ I may he used if the cur 1

1

1

oscillators

and special circuits
where good voltage regulation is
required. All resistors used are of
1 -watt rating.
The 20.000 -ohm control is used to set the output voltage to any desired level.
-HARRY TELI.IS.

Filter

Ilium

IN

order to cut down hum

25t6
7. B+

WIND

Dr r

oF 1F)

fxcfvr

01750
T.f COMD'f^

2525

L20r
Fig. 312

in an a.c.-d.c. set, a resistor of about
150 ohms plus a filter condenser

Fig. 313
rent drain is under 50 ma.) A small
6-v vibrator is connected in series
with the 6.3-v filament winding
with leads running to the battery.
A switch shorts the vibrator when
a.c. is used. When using a.c., the
battery should he disconnected; and
for d.c., the 117 -volt line should he
disconnected. By using a d.p.d.t.
switch, the one circuit can be opened and the other closed at the
ALBERT THOMAS, JR.
same time.

-
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Section 4...
Transmitters & Oscillators
'l'rauswitter Monitor
Tuts circuit for

a transmit-

ter monitors c.w. and phone transmissions (see Fig. 401)
.

LOOSE COUPLING

miller is keyed and the frequency
of the monitor adjusted until a
beat note is heard in the receiver.
To use the monitor: the stand-by

10 XMIT TER -,LSHORT ANT.

6K6 -G .00I MICA--

6SK7

.

t,

COUPLING TO

2.5MHa

TWIST/

S00uul MICA
SILVERED

i

RECEIV.MIXER
.001MI C

.000

506

AROUND
MIXER
PLATE

250K

2MEG

300

SK

20 TURNS

IOW.

V.R.

TAPPED

6TH TURN
FROM BOTTOM

kRI5O

+250V
JUMPER

Fig. 401
A 6K6 -G electron -coupled oscillator operates at a frequency close
to that of the transmitter. Regulated voltage and a high -C tank
circuit insure adequate frequency
stability. The 40 -meter coil is
wound on a -inch form with 20
turns of No. 22 enameled wire,
tapped at the sixth turn from the
bottom: The 6SK7 mixes the signals from the oscillator and transmitter and applies the difference
frequency to the i.f. amplifier section of a superhet receiver.
The receiver is turned on with
the b.f.o. in operation. The trans1
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switch of the receiver should be
altered so that the i.f. and a.f. sections of the receiver are in operation at all times. Initial adjustments on the monitor are made with
the receiver in its stand-by position.
DOUGLAS K. VANDER%ATER.

-

11-Ilaltcryless Oscillator
THIS oscillator (Fig. 402)

works with only one battery which
is used to supply the filament voltage, the grid bias voltage, and the
plate voltage. With the proper
combination of tube and audio

transformer

it

should function nor -

e

nially, but the proper combination
must be found. It might be necessary,to put a 6 -volt battery in se.00025
2MF4

30

3'/297i0

µf Ior the condenses, 50,000
ohms for the tixed resistor, and
500,000 ohms for the variable resistor. The latter has an effect on
the tone, also. Any double triode
may be used.
0.1

-I1OBT.

0000>

Transilron

OIlONf1
Q KF

Fig. 402
ries with the positive lead of the
filament battery and the phones in
order to get it to oscillate. A type
30 or a 1G4 tube is recommended

for this oscillator.
-HENRY

G. WORLEY.

BROWN.

THE transitron oscillator is
very useful as a b.f.o. signal generator, audio, or superhet oscillator
since it does not require a tapped
coil or separate tickler for feedback and has the advantage of being as stable as a crystal without
temperature regulation. It is particularly good as a b.f.o., reducing

Coil -Less Oseillator
MOST

oscillators require

at

least one coil or transformer. Here
is a circuit which gives very good
results and makes no use of any

coil whatsoever. Only several condensers, resistors, and a double triode tube are needed (see Fig.
403).
The condenser values (which are
e+
50,000 50,000

Fig. 403
equal) may be increased to lower
the frequency. Typical values are

freqli cy
chanin

t

Fig. 404

drift

note.

and

consequent
-

erhet,
To add a b.f.o. to
use one coil and trimm
from an
interi.f. transformer of the sa
mediate frequency as the set and
couple through a small condenser
(around 10 µµf) to the second detector. (See Fig. 404).
The circuit shown will oscillate
readily from audio ,frequencies up
to 15 me at any plate voltage from
100 to 250 volts. Voltage regulation will improve stability. Since
the transitron depends on Ole negative resistance developed by a pen:
tode when the plate is operated at
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lower potential than the screen (a
nonstandard characteristic), it may
be necessary to try several tubes to
find a good oscillator.
-JOHN A. DEWAR.

lation is left up to the receiver, as
advantage can then be taken of the
receiver's radio -frequency stages.
The higher beat frequency can be
obtained by reducing the number
of turns of wire in L4 (an ordinary oscillator coil), and by reducing the number of turns in both
1.5 and L6 which is an i.f. trans -

a

Pitono Oscillator
THE 6A8 or 12A8 tube acts
an r.f. oscillator and a
(see Fig. 405). The

mixer

as

audio

frequencies

from either a mic- ó+
rophone or pickup
are fed into grids rnU

2.5

MN

7ft ANTENNA

doaa6aoael
R.F.C.

i

.010d

and 2, thus modulating the continuous waves pro- Bduced by the other O
1

124 8«

C

.30023yf0

}it

a

elements of the
z

ó

U

tube.

L

e

Coil LI is wound
with 150 turns of
12V
No. 30 enameled
wire. It is tapped
Fig. 405
at the 90th turn for
connection to the cathode.
,.former. Too high a beat frequency
If condenser Cl is calibrated, must be guarded against, since, as
this set may be used as a signal
frequency is increased, interaction
generator using either phonograph between oscillator and signal secmusic or the output of an audio tions of the tube increases as outoscillator to modulate the signal. put decreases. This effect can be
The audio oscillator output is fed overcome in some measure by the
into the circuit through the same use of a converter such as the 6SA7
input terminals as the phono.

-RALPH

Remote Control
IN this remote control circuit, (Fig. 406) the local oscillator is tuned to a frequency high
enough so that the beat frequency
lies in the broadcast band. Any
frequency tuned in by the remote
control unit is converted to a fixed
frequency lying in the broadcast
band. This fixed frequency is then
radiated to the receiver. Demodu-
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608

DAY.

G

IMF

-

C

co4o

-4oóo18raFucurs cync-

Fig. 406
or similar tube designed to minimize any tendencies toward interlocking.
-CARL STOREY.

Phunu Uslcillalur
THIS phono oscillator reproduces the bass notes without notice-

able hum modulation. A standard
antenna coil is used in the tuned
circuit (Fig. 407). The antenna
winding is several turns of wire
around the oscillator plate lead. The

6J7

6Z7
ANT.

PU

20

+

B+160v.

Fig. 407

grid winding is tuned by a standard
broadcast condenser.
T h e preamplifier i s direct coupled to the grid of the modulator section of the 6Z7. With this
connection, the grid is about 100
volts positive. This voltage is re-

cathode follower grid modulating
-G. BORCHERT.
the oscillator.

Carrier Transceiver
GET good results with this
4 -tube carrier -current transceiver
(Fig. 408). The transmitter is a
iSJ7, suppressor -modulated by a
25L6. For receiving, a 6SJ7 regenerative detector works into the 25L6,
which has a pair of headphones
switched into its plate circuit. A
50-mh r.f. choke and a pair of
át10 -µµf condensers prevent r.f.
voltages from entering the al. amplifier and power supply.
The transmitting coil consists of
160 turns of No. 28 enamel wire
on a 11,4 -inch form with a tap taken
off at SO turns from the bottom
end. All of the receiver coils are
wound on a common 11/o -inch form
with No. 32 enamel wire. The grid
coil L2 is wound with 300 turns and
covered with a thin layer of tape
or waxed paper. 1,4 has 100 turns
1

6SJ7

a SI

,

-r

-+ POWER LINE

6-0 0v

0

6SJ7

025

r.00025

1M
2 MEG

0007

1r

K

SOMA

53

T

.0005

T

117 V,

51,52,53,54
BB
LINE CORD
E

--112ó 2D

2526

120

25L6

A

A

OK.

25L6

DEL
6SJ7

65.17

B C

CD

DE

100K

2526

GANGED

E

Fig. 408
duced by using a 20,000 -ohm cathode resistor in this stage. The
modulator section is connected as a

wound over the grid end of L2, and
the tickler L3 has 75 turns wound
close to the ground end of L2.
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Bias for the suppressor grid is
supplied through a 220,000-ohm
resistor and a bias battery. The battery voltage may be adjusted by
listening to the signal on another
transceiver and adjusting for highest modulation strength with least
distortion.
-H. O. NORTHERN.

(NOTE-If

a d.p.s.t. switch is not
s.p.s.t. switch in the
common negative lead will be sat-

available,

a

isfactory.-Editor)

Home Broadcasts
THIS home broadcasting unit
is very small and simple to make.

(See Fig. 409).
The coil may be an old super het oscillator coil with sufficient capacitance added in parallel to make
it operate in the broadcast range.
I use a crystal mike, the output of
which is amplified by the 1S4 before modulation.

-GLEN

SOUTItwORTH.

Fig. 409

Code Oscillator
HERE is a diagram (Fig.
410) of a simple code practice oscillator. It uses a 1G6-GT twin
triode. Variable pitch control over
a wide range is possible through
the use of a 500,000 -ohm potentiometer in the feedback circuit.
Filament and battery power are
supplied from a 11/2 -volt flashlight
cell and 671/2 -volt B -battery respectively. A d.p.s.t. switch on the tone
control is used in the positive side
of the A and B leads.
-ARTHUR A. DAY.
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Fig. 410

Pitono Oscillator
THIS phono oscillator can be
built cheaply and is so compact
that it will easily fit into a record
player. (See Fig. 411).
When it is operated in conjunction with or near a sensitive receiver, no external antenna is needed but in most cases, a short wire
about 7 or 8 feet (or a small loop),
will give best results.
The coil consists of 150 turns of
No. 28 enameled wire, wound on a
1 -inch form, and tapped at the 50th

t1
o

t

y/rrt aP wnrur
025

/YFG

Farl .SMFGrIII r
n1023

,ocol

1/7V AC

-3071.lw1 M'2a FMV. IViP.

Fig. 411

turn. This coil and the leads from
it should be shielded from the 110volt a.c. line to prevent pickup and
consequent 60 -cycle hum.

-RALPH

DAY.

Section 5...

1NTEIttON
.1.C.-D.C. Intercom-

inunicator

Tits intercommunicator

gives excellent results up to 50
miles. It is self-contained and was

When Si is in normal "listening"
yosition, the low -impedance windings coupling Ti to T2 are connected together and simultaneously
the speaker is connected to the out -

S.P.S.T.

VOL.
CONTROL
ON

Fig. 501

designed for use by signalmen to
communicate between interlocking
towers and signal locations over
available telephone lines. (See Fig.

501).

put secondary. When Si is depressed, the speaker is connected
to T2 and amplifier output T3 is
connected to Ti to transmit sounds
over wires.
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Components are marked and impedance of transformers is designated. Better results would probably have been obtained had it been
possible to obtain a transformer
with 600 ohms impedance facing
the open line for 'TI. Instead, an
ordinary Jensen output transformer
(ZP-1020) was used for it as well
as for T2 and T3.
A. FLANAGAN.

-P.

Carrier Current
THE transmitter circuit is
shown in the diagram, Fig. 502.
The oscillator coil is an i.f. tapped
I.F T
021

61(7

TO LINES

80,000
.021

KEY CLICK

FILTER

1

in which case no b.f.o. is required
in the receiver.
--I{1CHAIM COLE.

Compact Intercom
I1ErtE is the circuit of a compact instant -heating intercommunicator. A 1N5 -G drives a 3Q5-GT

power amplifier.

Small PM speakers are used at
the master and remote stations
where they serve either as speakers

or microphones. Talk -listen switching is done, with a d.p.d.t. lever
switch. (See Fig. 503.)
The power supply uses a selenium rectifier to supply high voltage for the plates and screen grids
and 4.5 volts for the series -connected filaments.
The speaker voice coils are
matched to the N5 -G grid with a
voice -coil -to -grid transformer designed for use in intercom units.
An 8,000-ohm output transformer
matches the plate of the 3Q5-GT
to the voice coils. If it is not necessary for the remote station to
1

Fig. .502

coil.

To eliminate key clicks, the

filter may be connected as shown.
The i.f. oscillations are then trans-

mitted to the line through
condensers. The line is a power
line, telephone line,
MASTER SPKR °
or any other available wire.

ó
TALI

).

1(

250K

To receive, it is
necessary

only

.01

LISTEN

REMOTE SPKR

3Q5

TO VC.

a

to

couple the line
again through .02SELENIUM RECT.
µf condensers to the
ADJ.TD 4.5g.
SW.
75
235
first i.f. stage of a
superheterodyne re- 117V.Ac
T.01/400v
ceiver. A b.f.o. must
be used in the receiver so that the code signals can
initiate a call, the unit may be
be heard.
It is also possible to turned off until the master makes
modulate the oscillator with phone, a call.-F. C. HOFFMAN, W9VVU.

~j
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Carrier Continua ieator

11

ISOMA

2.SMH

.2s
Inv. AC"

,+

4E--oAI

+.7,

-1

c

IN SERIES WITH

REC. C.T.
TO C.T.O

ROWER TRANS.

6V6-GT

Iii l.erco.,.inii ii ¡.a br

-1
4/0K

ARK

To15

AAA.

+300v.

i
_'RLUG

N..C.VINE

JK1(

II6J5-GT
lo

MT

:INS.
NS.

Condensers between L3 and
the line are 1,000 -volt mica type.
The output coil is adjusted so
that the oscillator draws 70 ma
with 300 volts on the plate. For
c.w.
operation, the modulator
switch is opened and a key inserted in the closed-circuit jack in the
oscillator cathode lead. A 3 -circuit,
2 -position switch opens the receiver
lead, closes the transmit13 -minus
ter 13 -minus lead, and connects the
pickup coil to the line, when transmitting. For receiving, the connections are reversed.
( ,oRR.
l' ORERT K.
'I 2.

THIS circuit uses a 6L6 oscillator, modulated for phone transmission by a 6V6-GT. A 6J5-GT
speech amplifier works from a sin -

254.

T
Fig. .504

gle-button carbon mike. Excitation
voltage for the mike is obtained
from a tap on the modulator cathode resistor. (See Fig. 504).
The oscillator coil 1,1 is .an old
175-kc i.f. transformer. One of the
windings is replaced with 75 to 100
turns of No. 30 d.c.c. wire, scramble -wound. This is 1,2. 1,3 consists
of 8 to 12 turns of No. 24 d.c.c.
wire wound around L2. The frequency is set by tuning the trimmer
condenser T (15-250 µµf).
Two output transformers TI and
T2, connected hack to back, are
used in place of a modulation transformer. Impedance matching is
handled by changing the taps on

A CIRCUIT of an intercom
unit that has worked effectively for
distances up to two miles is shown
in Fig. 505.
t)nc of these units is required
for each station. This simple 1 tube circuit uses a 701,7-GT as a
rectifier and power amplifier with
approximately 2 watts output. Ti
a n d
T2 a r e high -impedance
plate -to -voice -coil transformers. A
double -pole doable -throw switch
changes the speaker from the output to input circuits when the unit

for transmitting.
Multistation circuits may

is used

he used

Fig. 505
by connecting a selector switch between the line and talk -listen

switch.

--G.

BOULT.
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Section 6...
TESTE RS
Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter
A VERY good vacuum -tube

voltmeter may be constructed from

Care in the selection of the 2meg resistor for the 15-v range
will result in accurate calibration

6SN7GT

Fig. 601

high -range d.c. ammeter. (See
Fig. 601) .
The shunt is removed from across
the terminals of a Westinghouse 15 amp d.c. meter. The meter is inserted in the output circuit of a
halal -Iced bridge amplifier using
two 6L6 tubes.
Calibration is obtained by adjusting the meter to zero with the
5,000 -ohm wire -wound resistor in
the cathode circuit of the 6SN7 and
applying known voltages to the input.

a
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over the entire range of the meter.
-LEONARD W. NORRIS.

l'lug-In Signal Generator
THIS signal generator has
been giving excellent results in my
service work (see Fig. 602).

The 6H6 filament transformer
was originally an output transformer designed to match two 2A5's
in push-pull. The secondary was
rewound to provide 6.3 y (in this
case 200 turns of No. 26 d.s.c.

wire were used). The low ripple
of the filter provides a clear audio
note. The audio input jack enables
me to use a wireless record player
for modulation.
Plug-in coils comprise the r.f. os -

lodion to keep the coil in place and
to keep out moisture.
The IN5-G is used to isolate the
generator from the output. It is
also advisable to shield the attenuator and output leads to prevent di-

260.0)1
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147GT

.02 yfd

.O5yfd
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Ó
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o

NOT SEEDED UNLESS
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o

N7

V

25

AC t

ti

Fig. 602

cillator coils. A total of 225 turns
of No. 35 d.s.c. wire, tapped at 80
turns, tunes from about 300 to 800
kc. The tuning condenser is a
straight-line frequency type which
can he easily calibrated. I use col-

Wiring of the r.f. section should he done with fairly
heavy wire for a steady frequency
and output, and the entire instrument should he shielded to avoid
radiation.
-GERALD A. CHASE.
rect pickup.
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2 -Tube Signal

Generator

constructed this all wave signal generator. It gives
good, accurate signals, both modulated and unmodulated. The power
supply may be 250
v, well filtered. By
allowing the generator to warm up
before using, little
I

HAVE,

drift will be en - ANY IRON CORE CHOKE TO
cot ntered. (See PRODUCE TONE
DESIRED Hg. 603).
The 6AR is used
as a negative -resistance -type audio CH
oscillator. The inductance of the
choke determines
frequency range.
The 3 -pole switch
allows choice of .1
modulation tones: used coils from
an old r.f. generator which had a
12SA7 oscillator. The low -frequency coils were made from 2.5-mh
chokes and windings from i.f.
I

transformers.
This type of oscillator allows the
use of harmonics if desired. At low

lated signal is desired. Otherwise
the audio oscillator output is shorted to ground.

BARRETT.

Fig. 603

Il-C-I. Bridge
THIS very handy piece of
equipment can lie constructed quite
compactly yet may have the precision of a larger laboratory model.
In this circuit, Fig. 604, we use the
bridge method of comparing known

70L7

12SK7

-W. G.

6AB5/6N5

200K

UNKNOWN
o o

5K

r_

WIRE

20

WOUND

aI

IMEG0K

KNOWN

,31J35TO50V

Sá
Í17V AC

n

-=- 6A85/6N5

n
12SK7

n
7017

1= CHASSIS
200n,

OW

Fig. 604
power, harmonics are greatly decreased. The 6SK7 suppressor circuit switch is opened when a modu-
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against unknown values and read ing the ratio of the bridge.
Balance is indicated by minimum

1

o

shadow on the eye of the GABS/
6N5 indicator tube.
Direct current necessary for the
operation of the amplifier and indicator sections of the set is furnished by the rectifier section of
the 70L7 and the bridge is fed with
an alternating voltage having a value from 30 to 50 v. This voltage
may be supplied by rewinding an
output transformer. The 5,000 -ohm,
wire -wound resistor in the circuit
is the ratio arm of the bridge. It
should have a linear taper.
To calibrate the bridge, it is necessary to have a number of standard resistors, capacitors, and inductors. These are placed across
the known posts and the unknown
value is connected across the unknown posts. The dial of the potentiometer is calibrated from 0 to
100 and, if linear, will balance at
50 if known and unknown are
equa:. After the standards have
been selected it is possible to caliorate the dial directly by placing
other known values across the unknown posts and noting the position of the potentiometer R when
the bridge is balanced.

-DALE

stage works as the signal tracer
indicates to the serviceman that it
also is functioning properly.

-RALPH

THIS meter has been built
into a 9 x 8 x 4 -inch box.
The same input terminals are
OHMS
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o
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o
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THE signal tracer shown in
Fig. 605 is merely part of the set

.0/

BLOOM

Volt Ohmmeter

COURTER

W. .

Self -Signal Tracer
f2SP71

The center connection on the volume control is disconnected and a
.0025-µf or .005-µf condenser is
connected to the grid that originally ran to the center position of
the volume control. By this means
you can use the radio being tested
as a signal tracer and it will enable
you to check every stage but the'
one disconnected. The fact that this

-

oAr

foi
f T
100P or IF

j/

Fig. 605
being tested. An outside antenna
is attached to the loop of the set.

loo_ l000

yours

r
O TEST LEAD PLUGS

¿+

Fig. 606
used for volts, ohms, or milliamperes (see Fig. 606). For volts,
a switch closes the desired range
circuit: 10, 100, or 1,000. For milliamperes, 1 single -pole switch and
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double -throw switches are necessary, the desired one being closed.
The shunts depend upon the meter
resistance, and may be wound by
cut -and -try methods. I used a 0-1
milliampere meter, but others can
be used by changing the voltage resistors. Shunts always have to be
'calibrated with the meter used.
Three ohm scales are available.
For these circuits 2 double -throw
and 1 single -throw switches are re2

-PAUL

quired.

(If

KIRCILBAUM.

4,000 -ohm resistor is used
instead of the 5,000, and a series variable resistor of 1,000 ohms is
added as a zero adjuster, aging batteries will be compensated for.a

Editor)

Tracer

2 -Tube

A SIGNAL. tracer can he built
with the help of any old midget
R.F.

TEST

6D6,6K7,etc.

LEAD

f

No changes are made between the
plate of the detector and the speaker. The original audio circuit of
the receiver will work equally well
in the signal tracer. (See Fig. 607).
If the r.f. lead ís kept short,
with the 10-µ/Lf condenser connected directly to the prod end, ordinary wire may be used. If this lead
is more than 2 feet long, it will be
necessary to use flexible co -axial
cable. The a.f. lead may be ordinary wire or shielded microphone
cable, with the resistor at the prod
end. Another lead, about 2 feet
long, should be soldered to the
chassis for the ground connection
of the set.
Since signals from a set in bad
condition will not always work the
speaker, a headphone jack should
be inserted between the plate of the
output tube (through a 0.1-µf or

75,6Q7,etc.

(shielded)

(shielded)

10
VNf

TO

OUTPUT
TUBE

o

o
o

d
11)

o ó
v

o
o
o
.I

VOL.
CONTROL

Fig. 607
or other receiver using a diode detector. Remove all r.f. and i.f. coils,
gang condensers, and wave -hand
switches, with all the wiring, condensers, etc., in the r.f. and i.f. section. Then hook up the i.f. tube as
shown in the sketch. It will become
an untuned amplifier for the tracer.
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ó

10

.I

N

35V

R.F.

B+

TEST
LEAD

larger condenser) and ground. This

will make possible the plugging in
of a pair of phones. The phones
are also useful in detecting causes
of slight noise, hum, or distortion.
-BILLY SHELBY.

(It should he noted that the receiver from which a signal tracer

is made should he one with a pow-

er transformer, as difficulties are
likely to be experienced if an a.c.d.c. receiver and tracer are hooked

together.-Editor)

Signal Tracer
THIS tracer is easy to use as
it can be listened to while the probe

grid coil of the r.f. oscillator is
wound with No. 32 enameled wire,
close wound, to cover 1%8 inches
on a 1 -inch form, and is tuned by
one section of a standard broadcast condenser. This winding is
then covered with a thin sheet of
celluloid. The plate winding is
wound over the lower end of the
70L7,oR

I25Q7oR 65Q7

32L7

.006

Cl

w

I629,oR6E5
IMEG

Fig. 608
grid coil and covers 3/16 inch. The
set (see Fig. 608). Separate posts output coil is wound immediately
are provided for r.f., i.f., and a.f. above the plate coil and covers a
signals. The a.v.c. voltage may al- 1/8 -inch winding space.
The panel controls are: Tuning,
so be checked hy use of an electron Off -Tone -k/., and Attenuator. Oft ray tube.
With sets using a.v.c. it is pos- Tone -k./. control is a double -pole,
sible to listen while looking at the 3 position switch.
If either of the oscillators fail
eye. This gives both visible and
audible indication of what is going to oscillate, reverse the connections
on while changes or repairs are of either of the windings.
made.
-A. MALINICK.
is moved from place to place in the

o

1I

-Tube Signal Generator

A FEW parts from the junk
box may be assembled in a short
time into an efficient signal generator that will furnish either modulated or unmodulated r.f. signals at
the will of the operator.
The circuit (Fig. 609) uses a
1G6 -G twin triode as radio- and
audio -frequency oscillators. The

BI+

FIL
o400..,
SW." AUDIO
TONE

B+45V

B

A-

A+I.5V

Fig. 609

This signal generator produces a
signal from 400 to 1,500 kc.

-A.

SKITSKI.
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Thermocouple

for its very low resistance (less

WHEN designing a Q meter
to test high -frequency coils, I encountered trouble when I looked
around for a thermocouple ammeter of suitable range to check the
output voltage of the oscillator. I
used an old discarded 26 tube

than

1

heated).

ohm when not completely

-IIAROLDO ELLERN.

Capacity Meter
Ftc. 611 shows a simple capacity meter which
use around
the shop for general condenser
1

Fig. 610
volts, If=1.05 amperes) and applied the r.f. voltage to be controlled across the filament of the tube, heating it in this
way. Applying sufficient voltage,
at least 0.3 volt, the filament starts
emitting electrons toward grid and
plate (tied together), to which is
connected
a
positive
voltage
through a protective series resistor.
(See Fig. 610). Electron flow is
indicated by inserting in the plate
circuit a resistor and measuring the
voltage drop across it with a
v.t.v.m., or by using an electron ray tuning indicator tube (6E5).
The set may he adjusted to let the
tuning eye shut exactly when the
predetermined r.f., a.f., or d.c.
voltage is applied to the filament
of the 26 tube (ranging from 0.3
volt up to 1.5 volts). Using different tubes with other filament
voltages, other readings may he obtained, resistors may he applied in
series or in parallel with the filament. I preferred the 26 -type tube

(lüf=1.5
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checking. Using a 0-I milliampere
meter. the range of this tester is
.01 to 41 µf. By using a 5-v winding
for the filament, thermionic effects
are eliminated. Usually this thermimric effect causes the meter to
show a reading with the Cx terminals open. This effect can be
noticed more readily with meters
of greater sensitivity than
ma.
The meter shown in the drawing may be shunted to extend the
1

Fig.

6611

range if higher capacities are to be
measured. This meter was calibrated by using marked, tested con-DAN W. DAMROW.
densers.

A

Comparator
Tuts condenser tester (Fig.

612) works very well.
By using a bank of known condensers, any one of which may be
switched into the circuit, it is possible to compare directly with the
unknown. When the two neon
bulbs are of equal brightness, the
VALUES DESIRED

USE
UNDER
TEST MATCHED
TO ONE ABOVE
COND

6H6

BOTH GLOW ALIKE
WHEN VALUES MATCH

TO PRODS

Fig. 612

1

unknown capacitance is the same
as the switched -in standard.
Tte single - pole double - throw
switch changes from a.c. to d.c.

instrument and uses unly one manual control, for the zero adjustment. (See Fig. 613.)
'l'o adjust the 2 -volt scale, increase or decrease the ohmage of
the 0.1-meg resistor between J3 and
J4 until the correct reading is obtained. Then the other scales will
be correct automatically.
Do not use an a.c.-d.c. power
supply or any power transformer
in which the line can be grounded
to the chassis of the v.t.v.m. The one
used in my instrument was a tube
tester transformer, which isolates
the line. One 6F8 works both as
the ;triode for the tester and as a
diode for the power supply.
The best way to calibrate the set
for the 2 -volt scale is to get a d.c.
voltmeter and supply a measured
voltage of 2 volts to the input by
using a voltage divider across two
dry cells or low -voltage d.c. power

-W. FRED
Saw -Tooth Sweep
pack.

-ROGER WILLS.

WHEN

circuit for

V.T. Voltmeter
THIS 1 -tube electron voltmeter was built to use a zero -center
D.C. VOLT
MEASUREMENT

POWtK

t

JME6

LMEG.COMTROL
PC.V0. THE rER
I

E

I needed a
an oscilloscope,

sweep

I could
get no gas triode (884, 885).
After plenty of trials with vacu-

CALIBRATION OUTFIT

V.T.V.M

WHALEN.

Z

6,7

2541E1

/Mí6

15001_

N

TO

viV).t

Fig. 614
um -tube circuits, the simplest and
most useful proved to be the tra:.-

od D.C..

o

-O+

CAD.C.V.
CENTER SCALE ZERO ADJVS TMEMT

Fig. 613
1 -ma meter and a 6F8 tube I had
on hand. It is a very effective little

sitron oscillator.
Synchronization is excellent, re
quiring about .01 volt on the control grid for stability of the observed wave, it being easy to synchronize signals over a range of
1

to 10.
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Sweep frequencies from below
cycles up to 50,000 cycles are
obtained, so that the wave form
10

of frequencies of 250,000 cycles
can be observed. Output voltage
of the oscillator is about 10 to 30
volts (peak), the lower figure for
the highest frequencies. With 9
different condensers and potentiometer of
megohm in the plate
circuit (Fig. 614), the range from
10 to 50,000 cycles is covered with
sufficient overlapping of ranges,
with the highest capacity 0.25 and
1

the

lowest .0001-µf. The

output

of the oscillator must be loaded
with a very high impedance load,
a minimum of 2 megohms.
1
-HAROLDO ELLEHN.

50,000 -ohm potentiometer is the attenuator for the r.f. and a.f. output voltages. If the a.f. output is
too low, the 50-µµf mica condensers may be replaced with larger
ones .or another tip jack may be
connected directly to the a.f. plate
through a .01-4 condenser. Modulation is turned on or off by SW1
mounted on the tone control.
Five plug-in coils, wound on 1t/y
inch forms, are used to cover the
range front 100 kc to 24 inc. The
coils are wound as follows:

Rand (kc)
100 to

Total turns

Tap

500

150

226

50
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10

300
900

Signal Generator

300 to
900 to 2,700
2,700 to 8,100
8,100 to 24,000

THIS compact signal generator uses a 6F7 as electron -coupled

in a shielded metal box to prevent

F

ilT

o
OUTPUT

r°43

V.

AC

A

RFC

17

3

5.2

1.4

This unit should be constructed
unwanted
radiations.
The r.f.
chokes and by-pass condensers,
shown in 117 -VT line, may be used
to keep the r.f. out of the a.c. line,
where it might interfere with receiver alignment.
-HAROLD R. NEWELL.

Dual Circuit
I NEEDED a simple 1 -tube
signal generator which would cover

HIGH IMP
PHONES
r.f. oscillator and a.f. oscillator. A
43 with control and screen grids
tied to the plate was used as a rec-

o

tifier.

(See Fig. 615).
The strength of r.f. oscillations
is controlled by setting the 100,000 ohm potentiometer to determine
the screen voltage. The frequency
of the a.f.oscillator is varied by a
1-megohm variable grid leak. A
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REGEN.
B251.
CONT
_

Fig. 616

I50g+

the broadcast hand with fair sta-

6SQ7 tube (the triode section), and
obtained what I wanted. (See Fig.

the signal as well. It may be inserted between the detector and
power tube to act as a voltage ampli tier and indicator.
It may be attached also to an

616.)
Then

amplifier or recorder as a volume
indicator.
-EnwIN BOHR.

bility.

finally tried an electron coupled oscillator circuit using a
I

connected an aerial wire
to the grid end of the tank coil
and grounded the chassis. A pair
of headphones were connected in
the plate circuit. I immediately
picked up a good half -dozen strong
stations. The louder ones were of
sufficient volume to be uncomfortable, making a control necessary.
The tank circuit size depends on
the condenser used. With one of
350 µµf, use about 100 turns tapped 20 turns from the bottom. The
coil is wound with No. 30 enameled
wire on a 1% -inch form.
To use as a signal generator,
take off the aerial and ground, disconnect phones, and short the jack

(or

I

closed-circuit jack).

use a

-BENNIE

?I.

JOHNSON.

e Indicator

Multi -U

Tests indicator circuit (Fig.
617) has a large number of uses.

OUT PUT
AUDIO
INPUT

2/\4

.01

¿oo
o

tc)

o
o
o

B+

100-250V
X

X

6.3V

Fig. 617

It
a

can he added to a

1

-tube set as

tuning indicator and will amplify

V.I1.F. Oscillator
THIS

112- to 300-mc par-

allel -line oscillator makes an ideal
signal generator for testing v.h.f.
receivers.

'file oscillator

uses

parallel -line

iw
31.100v.

B-

63LL1

Fig. 618
tuners in the plate -grid and cathode circuits. The plate-grid inductors consist of 2 pieces cif 5/16 inch brass tubing, 12 inches long,
spaced 1 inch center to center. They
are mounted above the chassis with
standoff insulators which permit the
shortest connections to the plate and
grid caps of the tube. The tubes
are joined together at the B -plus
end with a piece of No. 14 wire.
(See Fig. 618.)
The cathode inductors are made
of the same material, 7 inches
long, mounted below the chassis.
One of the filament leads is threaded through the tubes and the other
is connected to ground through the
inductor. The open ends are connected with a piece of No. 14 wire.
The oscillator frequency is determined by the position of the
shorting bar on the plate -grid in -
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ductors. The shorting bar on the
cathode inductor is varied for maximum output and best stability at
the desired frequency. The normal
plate current is from 10 to 12 ma.
The oscillator may he either
plate or grid modulated if desired.
1¡AF

3-4 FEET

OF

20R3-

I

WIRE SHIELD CABLE

ó

607

A.F

6
PS

T
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Tracer Front Blooper
WHILE planning a new un tuned signal tracer, I decided to see
what could be done with an old
seldom -used regenerative receiver
(rig. 620). The plug-in coil was
removed and a tube base connected

JACK FOR PHONO INPUT

-o
6C5/.
05

OUTPUT

SPKR.

T.

6F67-1

71
JACK FOR
AUDIO OUTPUT

R.F

SHIELD

.05

A.F

R

-TO DIODES

SW ON

AUDIO POT.

00025
R

Fig. 619

Output may be taken from the oscillator with a hairpin loop coupled

as a jumper to connect the cathode
to ground. A shielded probe was

closely to the B -plus end of the
plate -grid inductor. The loop may
be connected to an antenna or to
the tuned grid circuit of an amplifier stage.

1

2008

-P. EGERTON, JR.
Prod Signal Tracer

THIS circuit (Fig. 619) has
been in use for the past five years

and has given excellent account of
itself.
The 6Q7 is used as the prod, being completely shielded but for an
a.f. and an r.f. binding post. The
tube is connected to the a.f. amplifier (last 2 tubes) by about 3
feet of 3 -wire cable which includes
the filament and plate voltage leads.
Either a meter (plug-in) or the
speaker may be used at the output.

-,J.

50

LEONARD KING.

'DH

OUTPUT

8+

Fig. 620
made and connected to the antenna
post. The regeneration control became the gain control. With the
tracer (Fig. 621) in action it is
possible to follow a signal from the
.00025
PROBE

6SK7*

OUTPUI

200K

.00025

"-t-11.
214EG

e
UMPER

11

`I00K

Tallv NV.
Fig. 621

B+200(

antenna to the detector of a re-

Time-Delay Circuit

ceiver.
When the coil is replaced the
unit becomes a tuned tracer or signal generator.-WESLEY NEELANDS.

THE specially designed time delay circuit illustrated in Fig.
623 operates a control relay a predetermined length of time after the
control voltage has been applied.
Upon removal of the control voltage, an equal time interval will
elapse before the relay is deactivated.
With switch Sl
in position No. 1,

HERE is a circuit of a vacuum -tube -voltmeter t h a t I have
found useful for measuring a.c.
and d.c. voltages up to 500 volts

6SQ7

the bias devel-

AC IN

oped across the

cathode resistor
cF.arges condens-

6SN7

er C through the
control resistor R.
Tiis biasing voltage reduces the
of
MEG plate current
the tube to a point
at which the relay contacts open.

IW.NEON

6AG5 / 6SJ7
Fig. 622

(Fig. 622). A 6SN7, a 6AG5, and
a 1 -watt neon lamp are used in a
voltage - regulated power supply,
and a 6SQ7 acts as meter amplifier and rectifier.

When the switch is
thrown to position No. 2. the cathode resistor is shorted to permit

6V6
4 MEG

The 6SN7 is connected as a grid controlled rectifier with its grid
voltage derived from the output of
the supply. Any changes in the output voltage are neutralized by
changes in the internal resistance of
the rectifier. A 6AG5 was used as
the voltage regulator, but a 6J7,
6K7, and similar tubes can be used
with equal results. The bias on these
tubes is critical and should be adjusted to give 250 volts between A
-LEON MEDLER.
and B.

R

II
C

4

5

Ka

RELAY

0

Fig. 623
the charge to leak off the condenser
through the variable resistor.
One of the applications of such
a time delay circuit is in photographic work. It may be used to
control printing time when making

photographic prints.

-J.

A. SIDERM tN.

5?

Section 7...
111Sf ELLIQEOES
Capacity -Operated IIela.!
THIS relay operates on an
increase in capacitance across the
grid coil so that oscillation is re REGENERATION CONTROL

circuit out of oscillation and closes
the relay. A meter or phone may
he used to indicate oscillation.
This circuit may be used to protect a safe, a motor car, or any
other large metal object. In the
case of a car, a ground chain would
have to be used at point B.
-HAROLD NEWELL.

lionae-Made Stroboscope
HERE is a diagram (Fig. 702)
of a simple, home-made stroboscope
that works by simply attaching one
or two medium-sized neon bulbs in
series with the output of the circuit, or by connecting an ordinary
xxkOho

A4
3V

co

B4

45

Fig. 701
duced and plate current increased.
The relay used should be very sensitive. Point A connects to any
large metal object, point B to
ground (see Fig. 701).
The relay is adjusted so that, at
the point of oscillation, it just
opens. A person approaching the
large metal plate causes an increase
in capacitance which throws the
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Fig. 702
small fluorescent bulb in series
with the output.
The two variable resistors can he

adjusted to decrease or increase the
frequency of the output, so that
when a rotating or moving object
is placed in the vicinity of the oscillating neon bulb, the object will
appear to stand still.
No chokes are needed for the
power supply which may be between 250 and 300 v, but the 8-µf
condenser is a necessity if the circuit is to work. The audio transformer does not necessarily have to
he a 1:3 (primary to secondary)
ratio but may be some other closely
related ratio. I might also add that
when a fluorescent bulb is used instead of neon bulbs in the output,
an interesting rainbow color effect
will be achieved by the rotating
object.

-Hoy

7_,6 V. TO FILS
TRANS.FROM AUTO SET
117

V.AC

250 -750n ,75 MA

256 /SOW.WITH
ADJUSTABLE

i6

2

jaaao0oa1

¡
1

TO RADIO

INPUT

OOGtOQ9
P. T. PR

Tol

Tttls interesting a.c. powe
supply uses a power transformer
from an automobile radio. The unit

Tf.+

450V.

THE drawing (Fig. 703) illustrates the components and hookup of an efficient power line filter
to reduce interference and hum
from the a.c. line.
The input condensers are mica,
while those at the receiver end are
paper.
The chokes are magnet windings

o

Simple Power Supply

A. HeMPEt..

Line Filter

101

ff you wind the chokes, put on
from 150 to 200 turns. Good results have been obtained with rolls
of bell wire.
The unit is enclosed in a metal
shield to which the condensers are
grounded. The shield then is
grounded externally to a water pipe
-separate from the receive'
ground.
-KumE:TT HRIGHTWELL

2T

I .

1

Fig. 703

from an old pair of B -vibrators.
They may be wound, using No. 16
enamel magnet wire, on a wooden
spool. Leaving out the iron core
will not make much difference.

Fig. 704
will supply up to 250 volts of well filtered d.c. at 75 ma, and 6.3 volts

for tube filaments. (Fig. 704).
The center -tapped secondary
winding is used as an autotransformer with the a.c. line connected
between one end and the center tap.
The rectifier plates are connected
across the entire winding in the
conventional manner.
Filament voltage is taken from
the primary winding.
This unit is connected directly
to the power line and should not
he used with any equipment that
uses a direct ground. If a ground
is needed, it should be made
through a .01-4 600 -volt condenser.
-RICHARD L. ALLMAN.
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Tuning Indicator
tuning

tried for the plate resistor.

A DIAGRAM of an amplified
indicator is shown in Fig.

705.
It is

possible to use a common
.0I

I

body -capacity and photocell circuits, because it does away with
relay batteries and burnt contacts.
-HENRY CLINTON.

Novel Tone Control

DET.
A. F. w

1- a

ñ

I

x

ro

x

loD.000n

_

B+

B-

Fig. 705
and B -supply with this hookup.
Any triode that has a cathode can
be usell, such as the 76, 56, 6J5,
or 6C4 depending on A -supply in
the receiver.
One of the main features is its
ability to work even on a 1 -tube
set.
-RICHARD GRAHAM.
A-

HERE is a useful tone-control circuit. (See Fig. 707). It
consists of high- and low-pass filter
circuits fed from a common source
and working into the grids of a
6N7. The plates of the tube are
tied together to form a mixer circuit. The voltage input to the networks is controlled by the setting of
a 1-megohm volume control. A 1megohm variable tone control determines the amount of voltage apTO

THIS circuit is designed to
actuate positively a heavy-duty relay from the light contacts of a
small switch or relay. No strain is
put upon these contacts, since there
6000 ohms

111-1.
LOAD

CONTACTS OF
LIGHT -DUTY RELAY

HEAVY -flu TV

RELAY

SWITCH

320

OHMS,RESISTOR
IN LINE CORD

110v.

AC -DC.

Fig. 706
is no induction and very little current.
The tube can be practically any
triode. Different values should be
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NEXT

HI PASS FILTER

GRID

0001 .0001
I

'l SOti

MEG V

INPUT

Electronic Relay

OR

(See

706).
This arrangement is of value in

ig.

'

6N7
IMEG

T.C.

1

AST AST

I

L
LO PASS

1-

I

SOP(

e+

1

J

FILTER

Fig. 707

plied to each grid through its filter
network.
-GEORGE A. FRANCE, W3LTA.

Code Oscillator
WITH the use of this single tube oscillator, (see Fig. 708), all
danger of grounding through the
power lines is eliminated, and no
high voltages are present, thus all
possible shocks are avoided.
The 6 -volt secondary is used not
only to light the filament, hut, after rectification by one of the tri-

_

down the volume and didn't help
the quality at all. The speakers are
old -type magnetics.

odes (connected as a diode), it is
used as plate supply of the oscillator, the voltage being quite suffi-GENE CI.\RnY.
cient.

-Homo. \V. L. MARKS.
B.F.-A.F. /venerator

6C8 -G
AUDIO
TR ANS

F- B1

25

zsv
BELL
TRANS

KEY

THE circuit illustrated in
Hg. 710 has been used with very
good results. The 6C5 is used as
an a.f. oscillator and mixer. The
r.f. oscillator is very stable and the
frequency is not changed by switching the modulation on and off or
by carving the output.
The coil I, consists of 130 turns

.

3-I

it

bll

í-----1PHONES

Fig. 708

Easily Built, Intercom
WANTED an intercommunication device for 2 -way communiI

cation between

6F7

my study and the

/2A 7

3-I

AL/010
TRAN5F.

kitchen. I tried
several circuits,
using different,PVF

6
OUTPUT

tubes and various

300

types of mikes
and speakers.

The diagram

(Fig. 709) is laid
out in detail to
avoid the necessity of further ex-.
planation. There
is a little hum,
which could he
further eliminated, if it were troublesome, by adding more filter capacity. tried resistance coupling between the two tubes, but that. cut
I

001

2000

3-IAUDO

ninnur

w.

rqANSFOCMF

T-

6Fr

L.

/2A7

}

300
NEArCRs

30 w.

Fig. 709
No. 30 enameled wire, wound
on a t/2inch form tapped 30 turns
of

1

from the bottom of the coil. The
audio choke may be anything on

il6 C5my.6K 6K8

4.5002,

ONrSOI

o' MOD
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300K

.05
IOOK

+

YA/;:"1"1
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.0_ó!
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--*of
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500K
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4
150.200
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Fig. 710
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hand; an audio transformer with
the primary and secondary connected in series may be used. Any
well -regulated power supply may
he utilized. All grid and plate

metal box which provides sturdy

connections and adequate shielding
against radiation.
In use, the signal generator is
connected to one side of the desired

Fig. 711
leads should be shielded. The set
should be housed in a metal cabinet to prevent oscillation.
The frequency range is from 750
to 1,350 kc and from 440 to 525

-l)ALE

kc.

COURTER.

Superregenerative Set

'fins set has picked up
stations from all over the world.
The set itself is built in a metal
cabinet and a 10 -inch PM speaker
is used.

The circuit (Fig. 711) is composed of an r.f. amplifier, super -

component and the receiver antenna post to the other. If the manufacturer of the set does not specify
the type of dummy antenna to be
used, the I.K.E. universal antenna
may be used by connecting the
signal generator to pin No. 1 and
the set antenna to pin No. 2.
-RALPH J. WALSH.

Safely Power Supply
The filter constants will depend
on the amount of filtering required.
In the circuit shown (Fig. 713),

regenerative detector, a driver,
and a push-pull output stage.
-FRANK CHIN.

Universal Antenna
THIS circuit contains practically all of the condensers and resistors that may be specified by set
manufacturers, as dummy antennas
for aligning their receivers (see

~,.

[t--2001.01

.0002 --I
MICA:-...0004 400

21

II'1 tF-+-1M-IF--'

.0002

MICA

.05

PAPER

400

.00005
MICA

Fig. 712

components are
mounted in a 2 x 6 x 11/2_inch

Fig. 712). The
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Fig. 713
the chassis is positive. The polarity may he reversed by reversing
the connections to each diode section. Any double diode, such as a
25Z6, 50Y6, or 1177_6, may be used
as long as the correct heater voltage is applied. The 6H6 may take
its heater voltage from the 6.3 -volt
line of an amplifier or transmitter.

-JOHN

A. DEWAR.
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index
A.c.-d.c.
A.c.-d.c.
A.c.-d.c.
A.c.-d.c.
A.c.-d.c.
A.c.-d.c.

...

Amplifier

Intercommunlcator

Power Pack
1 -tube Receiver
Receiver, 3 tube
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
A.c. 5 -tube B.C. Receiver
Amplifier:
A.c.-d.c.
Direct Current
Dual Push-pull
Electronic 11Ixer
Expresser for
Inverse Feedback
Microphone Preamplifier
One -tube Preamplifier
PA. 4 -tube "Home -built"
«Phase Inverter
Phono
Phono, 3 -tube
Photo -cell
Preamplifier, Compact
Push-pull
Square -wave
Test

Thirty -watt PA
Twelve -watt
Twenty-five watt
Two -stage
Antenna, Universal
It -Eliminator
It -Supply,
B -Supply

.

e
5

Inexpensive
Regulator
Broadcaster, Home
Broadcast 30 Set
Capacity Meter
Capacity -Operated Relay
Carrier Communicator
Carrier Current Intercom
Carrier Transceiver
Code Oscillator
Coil -less Oscillator
Communicator, Carrier
Compact Intercom
Comparator (Condenser)
Compensator, Tone
Condenser, Comparator
Control Converter

32
43
36
13
5

57
9

32
21
27
23
26
21

28
21

26
30
25
28
11
23

20
24
11
27

20
32
22

62
15
35
37
42
16

52
58
45
44

41
42, 60
39
45
44
53
30
53
18

Control, high -low Tone
Control, Remote
Control, Tone
Converter Control
Converter, Short-wave
Delay, Time (Circuit)
Detector, Duplex
Detector, Effective
Detector, Space -charge
Detector, Voltage-doublIng
Direct -current Amplifier
Dividing Network
Dual Push-pull Amplifier
Dual Signal Generator
Duplex Detector
Easily Built Intercom
Electronic Mixer
Electronic Relay
Expresser, 2 -tube
Field Supply, Speaker
Filter, Hum
Filter. Line
Five -tube a.c. Broadcast Set
Four -tube Receiver
Generator, 1 -tube Signal
Generator, r.f.-a.f.
Generator, Signal
lílgh-fidelity Tuner
High -low Tone Control
Home Broadcaster
Home -built PA, 4 -tube
Hum Filter
Indicator, Multi -use
Indicator, Tuning
Inexpensive B -supply

Intercommunlcator
Intercommunlcator, a.c.-d.c.
Intercom, Carrier Current
Intercom, Compact
Intercom, Easily Built
Inverse -feedback Amplifier
Inverter, Phase
Line Filter
Meter, Capacity
Microphone Preamplifier
Midget Power Supply

29
40
29
18
12
67
16
13
17

13
21

29
27
64
16
61
.

23
60
26

36
37

69
9
7

51
61
54
13

29
42
26
17

66
60
35
45
43
44
44
61
24

30

69
52
28

33

Monitor, Transmitter
Multi -use Indicator

38
66

Network, Dividing
Novel Power Supply

29
34

Novel Regenerator
Novel Tone Control

50

Old -type Tubes in t.r.f. Set
One -tube a.r.-d.c. Receiver
One -tube Regenerative Receiver

13
19

15

Oscillators:
B-batterylees

9

76

Code
Coll -less
Phono

Transitron
V.h.f.
Oscilloscope. Sew -tenth Sweep
PA System, Home -built

Phase inverter
Phono Amplifier
Phono Oscillator
Photo -cell Amplifier
Photo -tube Radio
Portable. All -wave
Portable, -tube Receiver
Portable, 2 -tube Set
Power Supply:
A.c.-d.r. Power Pack
1

B -Eliminator
B -Supply. inexpensive
B -Supply Regulator

Midget
Novel. for Portables
R.f.-a.f. and Power Unit
Safety
Simple
Speaker Field
Two-way
Voltage Recnlator

12, 60
39
10, 41, 42
39
65
63
26

70

25, 28
40, 11, 42
.21

17
6

11

IA

36
'i6
76
77

33
74

77
62

69
76

17

76

Preamplifier, Compact
Preamplifier, -tube
Pretuned Set, 4 -tubes
Push-pull Amplifier
Push-pull, Dual

23
24

Bridge
Receiver:
Ac. 5 -tube B.0
Four -tube
One -tube a.c.-d.c.
Portable 1 -tube
For 116 volts d.r.
Three -tube a.r.-d.c.
Two -channel
Reflex Regenerator. -tuba
Regenerator. r.f.
Regulator, B -supply
Regulator, Voltage
Relay, Capacity -Operated

48

1

R -C -L

1

64

16
20
27

9
7

13
11

19
6

16

14
A

i7
76

66

Relay, Electronic
Remote Control
R.f.-a.f. and Power Unit
It.f.-a.f. Generator

60
40
33
61

R.f. Regenerator

Safety Power Supply
Saw -tooth Sweep
Self -signal Tracer
Signal Generator
Signal Generator. Dual
Signal Generator. Plug-in
Signal Tracer
Short-wave Battery Rerelver
Short-wave Converter
Short-wave Receiver
Simple Power Supply
Simple Tone Control
Space -charge Detector
Speaker Field Supply
Square -wave Amplifier
Stroboscope, Home-made
Superhet, 1 -tube
Superhet, 4 -tube
Superregenerative Set ....11,
Supply, Midget Power
Sweep. Saw -tooth
Test Amplifier
Thermocouple

Thirty-watt PA Amplifier'
Time Delay Circuit
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone

Control
Control, Novel
Control. Simple
Compensator
Tracer, 2 -tube
Tracer from Blooper
Tracer, Prod Signal
Tracer, Self -signal
Tracer, Signal
Transceiver, Carrier

Transitron Oscillator
Transmitter, Monitor
Tuner, High-fidelity
Tuner, Wide-band
Tuning Indicator
Twenty-five Watt Amplifier
Two -channel Radio
Two -stage Amplifier
Two -tube Portable
Two-way Power Unit
Universal Antenna
Vacuum -tube Voltmeter
V.h.f. Oscillator
Voltage Regulator
Voltmeter, a.c.-d.c. Vac. -tube
Voltmeter, Vacuum -tube
Volt -ohmmeter

Wide -hand Tuner

8

62
63
49
16. 51, 64
64

46
61

lo
12
7

69
30
17
36
24

66
6

12,

14, 18, 62
33
63
31
52
27
67

29
60
30
30
60
66
66
49
51
41

39
98
11
16
CO

32
16
22
18
17
62
63
66
36

67

16, 63
49

16
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Each book in this new series is crammed full

of meaty material

for immediate, practical application. All are set in modern
easy -to -read type, carefully printed and illustrated. 50c each.
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AND 34-RADIO. ELECTRON ICr

SHORT CUTS. A compilation of practical methods
of overcoming difficulties
encountered by every radio
man. Here are kinks on antennas, servicing. the shop,
arpower supplies, etc.
ranged by sections for easy
reference, and illustrated,

,,

CIRCUITS. Here is an extensive collection of circuit diagrams with a brief
description of each, to

circuits. Constructional data

is purposely limited to allow space for a maximum

30-UNUSUAL PATENTED number of circuits.
CIRCUITS 1944-46. A di- 35-AMATEUR RADIO
of new radio -electronic patents, many the result of wartime research,
valuable to anyone in the
electronics field. Covers:
Control Circuits; Power
gest

receivers, transmitters, and
and
Detectors
accessory egpt. (antennas,
Patents
Amplifiers; Foreign
other
and
converters,
and others. Simplified cirequipment). The book is
cuit diagrams.
packed with information.
31-RADIO QUESTIONS 36-RADIO TEST INSTRU.
AND ANSWERS. Here are MENTS. Every radio man
answers to questions most can use this new book on
frequently asked the "Ques- building test equipment.
tion Box" editor of RADIO - Among the instruments deCRAFT. The material se- scribed an signal tracers,
lected is well diversified capacity meters, portable
and chosen for practical and bench multicheckers,
tube
generators,
application to workaday signal
problems. Many diagrams. checkers, and electronic
voltmeters.

32-ADVANCED SERVICE 37-ELEMENTARY RADIO
TECHNIQUE. An up-to- SERVICING. How to get
date collection of in- started and keep going. A
formation on specialized wide range of essentials is
phases of servicing, appeal- covered:
and
Planning
ing t6 the advanced ser- Equipping the Shop, Sysviceman. The book is a tematic Circuit Checks,
and

Tracing Methods,
procedures Servicing Midget Receivers,

not found in other books and
other
fundamental
for professional servicemen. servicing topics.

33-AMPLIFIER BUILDER'S

ompritier
-

bullders
9uide

,a111t:ait

llllall

a)

SI too

.

51

®

GUIDE. A valuable book
for the designer and constructor of sound equipment. Theory end construction of audio amplifiers are
treated. It contains a wide
range of technical data on
amplifier design, followed
by constructional details
for e veriety of amplifiers.

38-HOW TO

BUILD

RADIO RECEIVERS. Here
is a book for the set
builder. I8 modern sets are
described including shortv.h.f.,
broadcast,
wave,
portable, a.c.-operated, a.c.d.c., and miniature typesa sufficient variety to appeal to practically every
radio fen.
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BUILDER'S GUIDE. Here is
a book for the "ham" who
builds his own. Practical
and down-to-earth, it is
divided into sections on

diversified library of ideas, Signal

1

radio
electronic
circuits

serve as a source of inspiration to the experimenter
bent on developing new
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